GPC is the largest glass manufacturing event in North America, attracting global manufacturers and suppliers to exchange innovations and solutions.

79th Conference on Glass Problems
where glass manufacturers meet

November 5 – 8, 2018
Greater Columbus Convention Center
Columbus, Ohio USA

CONFERENCE GUIDE
glassproblemsconference.org
More installed systems than all other suppliers combined
Nearly a decade in glass: container, flat glass, tableware

The proven solution for air-fuel and oxy-fuel gas furnace emissions:
PM, NOx, SOx, HCl, HF, metals, mercury, hex chrome, dioxins/furans, VOCs, CO

Talk with Technical Sales Director Kevin Moss, Booth 305, or call 989-321-2991
Welcome to the 79th Conference on Glass Problems (GPC), which is devoted to glass manufacturing, an industry whose products are as essential as they are ubiquitous. It’s fitting that the scope of this conference is equally extensive, covering a wide range of industry interests.

The Glass Manufacturing Industry Council (GMIC), the leading trade association bridging glass segments, in partnership with Alfred University, the leading American glass teaching and research institution, co-organize the conference, with programming direction provided by an industry advisory board.

GPC technical sessions address manufacturing issues, citing real world data from manufacturers and solutions providers. Additional value-rich resources are available, such as our two short courses on Combustion and on Fundamentals of Batch and Furnace Operations. Offering the technical symposium, Asset Durability and Cost Control for Glass Manufacturing Furnaces, as a full day session, allows us to offer a deep dive into the topic. As a technical conference, the proceedings manuscripts are made available to attendees and for publication.

Almost as valuable as what is learn in lecture halls, is perhaps, the best opportunity for glass manufacturing industry networking and exhibiting in North America, where leading solutions providers come together with all segments of glass manufacturers at our social events, booth exhibits, hospitality salons and booths.

We are grateful for the sponsors who support the conference, for the time and effort of the conference organizers, and for you, the glass manufacturing industry professionals for which this conference is dedicated. We trust you will find the 79th Conference on Glass Problems a valuable and rewarding experience.
WHO IS GMIC
The Glass Manufacturing Industry Council (GMIC) is a trade association founded and funded by the glass industry to create opportunities to advance competitiveness and profitability across all manufacturing segments. GMIC includes among its members, representatives of container, fiber, flat and specialty glass companies, as well as leading suppliers to the industry, research institutes, and industry experts. GMIC provides beneficial services to companies, including: enhancing companies’ business development and technical development, providing technical education, coordinating technical initiatives, providing industry intelligence, workforce development and promoting the usage and image of glass products. If you are a glass industry manufacturer, supplier, or research organization, and you are not presently a member, we encourage you to join GMIC now, as an effective means to further your strategic goals in the industry. Contact GMIC’s Executive Director, Bob Lipetz, for full information.

GMIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Executive Committee: Keith Bagarus, RoviSys, Inc., President; Rob Hofman, Roman Manufacturing, Immediate Past President; Martin Goller, Corning, Incorporated; Vice President; Steve Weiser, O-I Treasurer; Bob Lipetz, GMIC, Secretary

GMIC BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Aaron Huber, Johns Manville; Andrew Richardson, Linde; Bruno Purnode, Owens Corning; Dave Ulmer, SORG Services, USA; Elmer Sperry, Libbey; Euan Evenson, Praxair, Inc.; Ken Brattton, Emhart Glass; Rajiv Tiwary, Vitro Architectural Glass; Mark Powys, Gallo Glass Company; Brian Naveken, TECO

GMIC STAFF
Bob Lipetz, Executive Director
Donna Banks, Executive Assistant

CONTACT GMIC
550 Polaris Parkway
Suite 510 | Westerville, OH 43082
+1-614-523-3033 | info@gmic.org | www.gmic.org

GMIC MISSION
Facilitate, organize and promote the interests economic growth and sustainability of the glass industry through education and cooperation in the areas of technology, and the environment.

ALFRED UNIVERSITY
The Kazuo Inamori School of Engineering at Alfred University (AU) is a leader in glass and ceramic education. Established in 1900 as the New York State School of Clayworking, the School has a long-standing history of providing industry a workforce well-educated in the manufacturing of glass and ceramic materials. Today, the School offers BS and MS degrees in five disciplines. Biomaterials Engineering, Ceramic Engineering, Glass Engineering Science, General Materials Science and Engineering and Mechanical Engineering as well as doctoral degrees in the materials disciplines.

The School also serves industry by advancing the forefront of ceramics and glass research. In addition to maintaining an active portfolio of federally funded research, the faculty routinely collaborate with industry or projects ranging from fundamental research through product/process development. Interactions with industry are conducted through the Center for Advanced Ceramic Technology (CACT) and the Center for High Temperature Characterization (CHTC). The CACT facilitates collaboration between industry and academia with the goal of creating economic impact for the CACT’s industrial partners. The CHCT is a user facility that provides research unparalleled access to equipment designed for characterizing materials in the situ at high temperatures.

More information about the Kazuo Inamori School of Engineering: http://engineering.alfred.edu

Alastair Cormack, Interim Dean, Engineering Alfred University, cormack@alfred.edu
S.K. Sundaram, Inamori Professor of Materials Science and Engineering Alfred University, sundaram@alfred.edu

SAVE THE DATES
The 80th Conference on Glass Problems
October 28-31, 2019 | Columbus, Ohio
The Exhibit and Technical Sessions will take place at the Greater Columbus Convention Center
The Hospitality Suites will be located across the street at the Hilton Columbus Downtown.

The 81st Conference on Glass Problems
October 26-29, 2020 | Columbus, Ohio
The Exhibit and Technical Sessions will take place at the Greater Columbus Convention Center
The Hospitality Suites will be located across the street at the Hilton Columbus Downtown.
Closing the loop between Hot End and Cold End

...to make glassmaking simpler, safer, and more efficient than ever before

End-to-End unites the hot and cold end with the technology and support to help your glassmaking operations achieve optimum productivity and increased profitability. From single-point plant information systems, to process and control solutions, to simplified man-machine interfaces, to intelligent inspection technology, together we are transforming the entire glassmaking process.

We are working with you to make glassmaking simpler, safer, and more efficient than ever before. We are proud to be a part of this journey together with you.

www.bucheremhartglass.com
PROGRAM SCHEDULE

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 2018
6 p.m.  GPC ADVISORY BOARD DINNER

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 2018
12 – 4:30 p.m.  STUDENT PLANT TOUR — ANCHOR HOCKING

SHORT COURSES

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2016
Columbus Hilton Downtown Hotel

FUNDAMENTALS OF BATCH AND FURNACE OPERATIONS
Monday, November 5, 2018 | Noon – 5 p.m.
   Instructor: C. Philip Ross, President, Glass Industry Consulting International (GICI)
The course is an introduction to the principles of commercial glass production employed in Batch & Furnace operations by US Glass producers. Raw Materials, Glass Technology & Properties, Melting Furnaces, and Environmental Issues will all be touched upon. Suggested attendees could be vendors or newer individuals to glass manufacturing seeking an introduction to the issues faced in glass production.

COMBUSTION
Monday, November 5, 2018 | Noon – 5 p.m.
The course will review the basics of air fuel then oxy-fuel combustion and application in glass melting applications. Under-port, side-port, through-port regenerative and recuperative burners will be covered with a view to furnace optimization for energy and emissions. Finally oxy-fuel and advanced control will be discussed.

5 – 5:30 p.m.  STUDENT MEETING
5 – 11:00 p.m  HOSPITALITY SUITES AT HILTON

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 2018
8 – 8:45 a.m.  EXHIBITING
8:45 – 9 a.m.  OPENING REMARKS
   – Bob Lipetz, MBA, Conference Director, Glass Manufacturing Industry Council
   – S. K. Sundaram, Ph.D., Program Director, Inamori Professor of Materials Science and Engineering Alfred University

9 – 10:30 a.m  TECHNICAL SESSION: PLENARY
   Session Chairs: Bob Lipetz, MBA, Conference Director, Glass Manufacturing Industry Council and S. K. Sundaram, Ph.D., Program Director, Inamori Professor of Materials Science and Engineering Alfred University
   9 — 9:30 a.m.  Mathieu Hubert, PhD, Senior Development Scientist, Corning Research and Development Corporation — Challenges and Progress in Understanding Glass Melting
   9:30 — 10 a.m.  David Rue, Consultant — Cullet Supply Issues and Technologies
   10 — 10:30 a.m.  J.W. McCamy, Sr. Scientist / Group Leader Advanced Manufacturing Technologies, Vitro Flat Glass — Glass Surface Modifications for New Products in the 21st Century

10:30 – 11 a.m.  BREAK & EXHIBITING
11 – 12:30 p.m.  TECHNICAL SESSION: PLENARY
   Session Chairs: S. K. Sundaram, PhD, Program Director, Inamori Professor of Materials Science and Engineering Alfred University and James Uhlik, Director of Technical Services, Toledo Engineering Co., Inc.
   11 – 11:30 a.m.  Luke Kutilek, Research Engineer (Retired), PPG Architectural Glass — Flat Glass Manufacturing before Float — thru Archival Images of Glass Manufacturing
   11:30 a.m. – 12 p.m.  James Nordmeyer, Vice President Global Sustainability, Owens-Illinois, Inc. — Towards the Path to De-Carbonization and Legislative Challenges
   12 – 12:30 p.m.  Gerald Hunt, Flu Gas Treatment Specialist, Lhoist North America — Dry Sorbent Injection System Optimization and Cost Reduction Potential through Data Analysis

12:30 – 2 p.m.  LUNCH
12:30 – 2 p.m.  EXHIBITING
2 – 4:30 p.m.  TECHNICAL SESSION: MELTING AND COMBUSTION
   Session Chairs: Jan Schep, Global Furnace Design Discipline Leader, Owens-Illinois, Inc., Uyi Iyoha, PhD, Business Development Manager, Praxair, Inc., and Michelle Korwin-Edson, PhD, Senior Scientist, Owens Corning
   2 – 2:30 p.m.  Oscar Verheijen, Consultant, CelSian Glass & Solar BV — Glass Melt Quality Optimization by CFD Simulations in Practice
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker/Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:30 – 3 p.m.</td>
<td>Erik Muijsenberg, H. P. H, Vice President, Glass Service, Inc. — <strong>Model Predictive Control and Monitoring of the Batch Coverage and Shape and it Effects upon the Crown Temperature. Can this be Correlated to the Overall Glass Quality and Stability in a Glass Furnace?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – 3:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Mark D’Agostini, PhD, Senior Research Associate &amp; Manager, Combustion Technology Development, Air Products and Chemicals — <strong>Optimization of Energy Efficiency, Glass Quality and NOx Emissions in Oxy-Fuel Glass Furnaces through Advanced Oxygen Staging</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 – 4 p.m.</td>
<td>Gaurav Kulkarni, Development Specialist, Combustion R&amp;D, Praxair, Inc. — <strong>Staged, Oxy-Fuel Wide Flame Burner to Mitigate Refractory Port Fouling and Foaming in Glass Furnaces</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 – 4:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Mark Bennett, Glass Sector Lead, AMETEK Land and Neil Simpson, Combustion and Energy, Ltd. — <strong>Industry 3.9 Thermal Imaging using the Near Infrared Borescope (NIR-B)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 – 5:30 p.m.</td>
<td>EXHIBITING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 – 7:30 p.m.</td>
<td>FREE TIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 – 11 p.m.</td>
<td>HOSPITALITY SUITES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2018**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker/Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 – 9 a.m.</td>
<td>EXHIBITING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 – 10:30 a.m.</td>
<td>TECHNICAL SESSION: REFRACTORIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session Chairs: Laura Lowe, Sales Representative, HarbisonWalker International and Larry McCloskey, Consultant, Anchor Hocking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 – 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Stefan Postrach, PhD, Head of Technical Marketing, RHI Magnesia REFEMEX — <strong>INNOREG: Going Beyond of a Well-known Solution for Thermal Regenerators</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 – 10 a.m.</td>
<td>Emile Lopez, R&amp;D Engineer, Manager of Customer Assistance Services in SGR Provence SEPRO — <strong>New Diagnosis Approach for Glass Furnace Post Mortem Analysis Supported by 3D Scan</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 – 10:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Bryn Snow, Manager, Applications Technology, Glass Industry, HarbisonWalker International — <strong>Digitally Mapping the Future of Glass Furnaces with Lasers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 – 11 a.m.</td>
<td>EXHIBITING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.</td>
<td>TECHNICAL SESSION: FORMING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session Chairs: Adam Polcyn, PhD, Senior Research Manager, Vitro Architectural Glass and Kenneth Bratton, Manager of R&amp;D, Bucher Emhart Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 – 11:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Ruediger Nebel, Sales Manager USA, Middle and South America, Nikolas SORG GmbH &amp; Co. KG — <strong>SORG 340S+ Forehearths - Improvements and Operational Data</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 a.m. – 12 p.m.</td>
<td>Wolf Kuhn, PhD, Senior Process &amp; Development Expert, Fives Stein — Energy Recovery with a New Type of Tin Bath Cooler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 – 12:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Vincenzo M. Sglavo, PhD, Professor, Materials Science &amp; Technology, University of Trento — <strong>Chemical Strengthening of Silicate Glasses: Dangerous and Beneficial Impurities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 – 2 p.m.</td>
<td>LUNCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 – 2 p.m.</td>
<td>EXHIBITING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 – 4 p.m.</td>
<td>TECHNICAL SESSION: ENVIRONMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session Chairs: Glenn Neff, Vice-President, Glass Services USA, Inc. and Phil Tucker, Senior Research Engineer, Johns Manville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 – 2:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Frank Schuurmans, Furnace Engineer, Libbey Royal Leerdam &amp; Dr. Stefan Laux, Director of the Application Equipment Group of Research &amp; Development, Praxair — <strong>Operating Experience with the OPTIME™ Heat Recovery Technology on a Tableware Glass Furnace</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 – 3:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Mike Meyer, Applications Engineering Manager, RoboVent — <strong>Mitigation Options for Respirable Crystalline Silica: Engineering Controls vs. Personal Protection</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – 3:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Stuart Hakes, Chief Executive, FIC UK, Ltd. — <strong>The Future of Glass Melting in a World Where Stringent Reductions of Carbon Dioxide and NOX, SOX Require 600 tpd All-Electric Furnaces and/or the Role of Super Boosting</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 – 4 p.m.</td>
<td>GMIC MEMBER MEETING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 – 5 p.m.</td>
<td>EXHIBITING BREAKDOWN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 2018**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker/Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 a.m. – 4 p.m.</td>
<td>GMIC SYMPOSIUM — <strong>Asset Durability and Cost Control for Glass Manufacturing Furnaces</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – 9:30 p.m.</td>
<td>EXHIBITING BREAKDOWN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hilton Columbus Downtown, November 8, 2018

Description: Glass manufacturing furnaces are typically the most valuable assets in a glass plant. In today’s world, we are faced with higher demands for furnaces to be more flexible and to yield superior glass quality, while operating at ever increasing cullet percentages and production pull rates. A high level of attention and maintenance is required to provide asset durability, control cost and an optimized lifetime without sacrificing glass quality and energy efficiency.

The Asset Durability and Cost Control for Glass Manufacturing Furnaces symposium is focused on the latest technologies in the market to support efforts to increase the campaign life of glass manufacturing furnaces, while controlling costs and maintaining glass quality. It provides a forum for the audience to gain technical knowledge and exchange experiences with each other to promote efficient, safe, reliable and sustainable operations.

Audience: Glass manufacturers, Glass equipment suppliers, Design Engineers, Engineering Service providers, refractory suppliers, and construction firms.

Objectives: The participants should come away from the symposium with knowledge of developments in furnace operations and maintenance techniques and technologies for glass manufacturing furnaces.

PROGRAM COMMITTEE
- Jan Schep, Director of Corporate Engineering, Furnace Engineering & Design – O-I
- Steve Weiser, Total Systems Cost Community Leader – O-I
- Elmer Sperry, Technical Leader Furnace Operations, Glass Development – Libbey
- Keith Bagarus, Director Global Glass Automation – RoviSys
- Euan Evenson, Senior Development Associate – Praxair
- Shivakumar Kadur, Glass Melting & Furnace Technology Leader – Owens Corning
- Lance Lemings, Sr. Director of Operations – Gallo
- Chris Tournour, Sr. Melting Engineer, Thermal Processing Engineering – Corning
- Roberto Cabrera, Global Technology Director – Vitro Architectural Glass
- Glenn Aspholm, Project Manager – Johns Manville
- Bob Lipetz, MBA - Executive Director, Glass Manufacturing Industry Council

SYMPOSIUM SCHEDULE:
8 – 8:15 a.m.   WELCOME – Bob Lipetz, Glass Manufacturing Industry Council and Jan Schep, O-I

8:15 – 10:40 a.m.   SESSION I – OPERATIONS
Glenn Aspholm, Program Chair
8:15 – 8:40 a.m.   Leak Emergencies – Procedures, Training and Equipment – Angus Crane, Executive Vice President, General Counsel, NAIMA
8:40 – 8:45 a.m.   Q&A
8:45 – 9:10 a.m.   Influence of Carry Over and Prevention (Case Study) – Oscar Verheijen, Consultant, CelSian Glass & Solar B.V.
9:10 – 9:15 a.m.   Q&A
9:15 – 9:40 a.m.   Furnace Operations (Pressure Control, Operational Stability, Operational Fundamentals) – Jeff Watts, Corporate Furnace Discipline Leader, O-I
9:40 – 9:45 a.m.   Q&A
9:45 – 10:15 a.m.   BREAK
10:15 – 10:40 a.m.   Furnace Fill Procedures, Cullet, Sizing, Do’s and Don’ts – Demetrius Rankin, Glass Industry Manager, Hotwork or Jon Preneta, Sales Engineer, Hotwork
10:40 – 10:45 a.m.   Q&A
10:45 a.m. – 12:45 p.m.   SESSION II – DESIGN
Jan Schep, Program Chair
10:45 – 11:10 a.m.   Major Versus Minor Repairs: A Case Study – Brian Naveken, Furnace Design Engineer, TECO
11:10 – 11:15 a.m.   Q&A
11:15 – 11:40 a.m.   Cooling Wind Systems for Glass Melters: Design, Maintenance and Humidification – Christian Wittmann, Director Construction and Utility Department, Horn Glass Industries AG
11:40 – 11:45 a.m.   Q&A
11:45 a.m. – 12:45 p.m.   LUNCH
12:45 – 2:30 p.m.  SESSION III – MAINTENANCE
Elmer Sperry, Program Chair

12:45 – 1:10 p.m.  Hot Repairs – Glass Contact – Case Study – Roger Weilacher, President, Glass Design

1:10 – 1:15 p.m.  Q&A

1:15 – 1:40 p.m.  Hot Repairs – Melter/Regenerator Superstructure – Don Shamp, President, Fuestech

1:40 – 1:45 p.m.  Q&A

1:45 – 2:10 p.m.  Furnace Life Extension Techniques (O2 Boost, Life Extension, Pull Reduction – Neil Simpson, Consultant

2:10 – 2:15 p.m.  Q&A

2:15 – 2:30 p.m.  BREAK

2:30 – 4:30 p.m.  SESSION IV – FURNACE INSPECTION
Chris Tournour, Program Chair


2:55 – 3 p.m.  Q&A


3:25 – 3:30 p.m.  Q&A

3:30 – 3:55 p.m.  Annual Inspection Procedure – Frank Shuurmans, Batch & Furnace Engineer, Libbey, Inc.

3:55 – 4 p.m.  Q&A

4 – 4:25 p.m.  Maximizing Furnace Campaigns through Inspections, Audits, & Corrective Actions – Kevin Lievre, Manager of Engineering & Refractory Services, Fosbel, Inc.

4:25 – 4:30 p.m.  Q&A

4:30 – 4:45 p.m.  CONCLUDING REMARKS
Jan Schep, O-I

4:45 p.m.  SYMPOSIUM ENDS
An overview of cullet recycling in the US with a review of opportunities to increase cullet recycling through technical developments.

Based on the latest available data and interviews with dozens of experts in every stage of the cullet chain of custody. This report follows cullet from consumers back to the glass plants with an analysis of the challenges at each processing step. A close look is presented of ways technical challenges could be addressed to increase the two glass manufacturing industry challenges of increased cullet supply and higher quality. Appendices provide up-to-date resource information on cullet recycling.

The Glass Manufacturing Industry Council
White Paper on Cullet Utilization and Opportunities is funded entirely by GMIC and is provided to all interested parties at no charge.

TOPIC AREAS
- Glass recycling rates
- The cullet chain of custody
- Post-consumer glass
- Waste haulers
- Material Recovery Facilities (MRFs)
- Cullet suppliers
- Glass companies
- Cullet Sorting and Sensors
- Ways to increase cullet recycling
- Ways GMIC could support cullet recycling
- Alternate cullet applications

Download the white paper at:
http://gmic.org/symposia/
An overview of cullet recycling in the US with a review of opportunities to increase cullet recycling through technical developments.

Based on the latest available data and interviews with dozens of experts in every stage of the cullet chain of custody. This report follows cullet from consumers back to the glass plants with an analysis of the challenges at each processing step. A close look is presented of ways technical challenges could be addressed to increase the two glass manufacturing industry challenges of increased cullet supply and higher quality. Appendices provide updated resource information on cullet recycling.

Glass recycling rates
The cullet chain of custody
Post-consumer glass
Waste haulers
Material Recovery Facilities (MRFs)
Cullet suppliers
Glass companies
Cullet Sorting and Sensors
Ways to increase cullet recycling
Ways GMIC could support cullet recycling
Alternate cullet applications

The Glass Manufacturing Industry Council
White Paper on Cullet Utilization and Opportunities is funded entirely by GMIC and is provided to all interested parties at no charge.

Download the white paper at: http://gmic.org/symposia/
HOSPITALITY HOSTS

Hospitality Booth & Salon Hosts
Takes place at the Hilton Columbus Downtown

Monday, November 5 | 5 – 11 p.m.
Tuesday, November 6 | 7:30 – 11 p.m.

ADVANCED CONTROL SOLUTIONS, INC.
HB105, Booth #401
As an integrator of advanced control system solutions, ACSI engineers are able to provide customers with quality technical engineering, system design, factory acceptance, installation supervision, commissioning services, and training. Our knowledge can be applied to Float, Fiber, Container, Tableware, Lighting, Tubing, and Specialty glass systems. Types of solutions we provide are DCS replacement, Process Mapping, Flexible Batching, Temperature Control, and Model Based Control.
8750 Resource Park Drive, Sylvania, Ohio 43560
Phone: +1-419-843-4820
www.acsitoledo.com

AIR PRODUCTS
Bellows F
Air Products is a global leading industrial gas supplier. Our proprietary oxygen enrichment and oxy-fuel technologies can help you increase production, lower fuel consumption, reduce emissions, extend furnace life, as well as improve your glass melting, refining and conditioning operations.
7201 Hamilton Blvd., Allentown, Pennsylvania 18195-1501
Phone: +1-800-654-4567
www.airproducts.com/glass

BASF CORP TEMPERATURE SENSING
Bellows B
BASF has been a leading provider of Temperature Sensing Products to the glass industry for more than 60 years. Our glass industry experience, coupled with dual breakthrough technology platforms, makes BASF uniquely qualified to provide critical temperature insights for increased process yields. BASF’s High Temperature Thermocouples and Exactus® Optical Pyrometers incorporate proprietary components and distinctive characteristics, which enable more profit by providing unique temperature measurement solutions for your process critical applications.
46820 Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 94538
Phone: +1-510-490-2150
www.catalysts.basf.com/tempsensing

CANTY
HB107
Using high temperature cameras to measure flame, level, width, temperature, GOB, onion, and other process applications. Fiberglass stream width and speed. Stone detection for molten glass. Knurl control to reduce waste.
6100 Donner Rd. Buffalo, NY 14094
+1-716-625-4227
www.jmcanty.com
DÜRR SYSTEMS, INC.

Dürr Systems, Inc. provides equipment to reduce emissions in diverse industry sectors. This includes our Ecopure® Catalytic Candle Filter (CCF) technology for multi-pollutant exhaust emissions control during the glass production process. Dürr supplies complete solutions, from planning and implementation to service. With over 4,000 installations worldwide and 45 years of air abatement experience, the best partner for environmental services and solutions is Dürr.

26801 Northwestern Highway, Southfield, MI 48033
Phone: +1-248-450-2000
www.durr-cleantechnology.com

ERTL COMBUSTION

Emerson Burkhart A

ERTL Combustion is an industry leader in the design and fabrication of pipe trains, burners, valves and combustion components. Our competent staff and inventory strategy allow us to provide high quality service while maintaining short lead times. In addition to complete systems, we rebuild existing equipment for budget-sensitive projects. Founded in 1996, ERTL is large enough to provide world-class products while maintaining personalized service and industry-leading responsiveness.

2316 Jefferson Street, Anderson, IN 46016
Phone: +1-765-622-9900
www.ertlcombustion.com

FLAMMATEC

HB202

FlammaTec (FT), founded by STG and Glass Service in 2008, supplies advanced burner technology for glass furnaces. Over 2,500 burners have been installed on float, container, tableware and special glass furnaces. When replacing conventional burners, FT’s advanced LoNOx burners improve heat transfer, efficiency and emissions:

• Underport Gas Injector, Flex or Freejet
• Underport Gas/Oil Dual Injector, Flex or Freejet
• Underport Heavy Oil Injector
• Sideport Gas Injector, Flex
• New Oxy/Gas Burner

Rokyntice 60, 755 01 Vsetin, Czech Republic
Phone: +420 571 498 566
www.flammatec.com

FOSBEL, INC.

HB304, HB306

Fosbel Provides Innovative Glass Furnace Maintenance Solutions. Fosbel offers a wide range of repair and inspection services and has conducted more than 2,500 repairs to virtually every type of glass furnace around the world. In addition to Ceramic Welding technology to repair refractory at operating temperature, Fosbel has also developed many innovative hot repair solutions including Port Floor Restoration, Checker Cleaning, Dual Crown Overcoating and Hot Bottom Repairs. Fosbel’s experienced engineers and technicians are familiar with almost any furnace condition, and repairs are conducted in an effective and efficient manner, providing improved energy efficiency while minimizing production downtime.

20600 Sheldon Road, Brook Park, OH 44142
Phone: +1-216-362-3900
www.fosbel.com

FRAZIER-SIMPLEX, INC.

HB101

For ninety-nine years, Frazier-Simplex engineers have provided innovative furnace design, construction services and state-of-the-art batch charging equipment to the glass industry world-wide. Turnkey projects involving production of glass tubing, fibers and other specialty glasses are well within our capabilities as is our many years’ experience managing furnace rebuilds. Technical expertise in vitrifying hazardous waste is also a major area of emphasis.

P.O. Box 493, 436 East Beau Street, Washington, PA 15301
Phone: +1-724-225-1100
www.frazier-simplex.com

FUSE TECH/HOT TECH GROUP

Emerson Burkhart B

Fuse Tech’s core business is Ceramic Welding and Refractory Repair on both cold and hot furnaces. We also have equipment to photograph inside the furnace for use in damage and operation evaluation. Through the use of high pressure water lasers, Fuse Tech is able to remove debris from port sills as well as the tops of checker packs, flues and tunnels. Hot Tech will help you with your Refractory and Operational Problems. Specializing in drilling, rebuilds, hot repairs, cold repairs, diamond chainsawing, burner block replacements and overcoats. Fuse Tech/Hot Tech also is a source for Consulting on furnace and refractory problems.

3400 Silica Rd., Sylvania, OH 43560
Phone: +1-419-841-9323
www.fusetech.com
GLASS SERVICE
HB200
Glass Service (GS) is a leading global consultant for glass melting/conditioning, furnace control, operation, troubleshooting, and furnace design. Mathematical modeling GFM software (design optimization) and Expert System ESIII (automated furnace and forehearth control) provide cost savings and ease of operation. GS labs analyze 2,000+ defects yearly, and offer melt testing utilizing basic and applied research. Headquarters in Czech Rep with offices in Netherlands, USA, China and Slovakia
3340 SE Federal Highway, #200, Stuart, FL 34997 USA
Phone: +1-772-287-6061
www.gsl.cz/

HARBISONWALKER INTERNATIONAL
HB11
HarbisonWalker International (HWI) provides the largest manufacturing capacity to the glass industry in North America. Over 85 years of research and development in the glass market have enabled us to pioneer innovative glass solutions. Every day around the world, our people and products stand up to the challenges and pressures of every job. Our world-class refractory products perform to the highest degree. And by bringing intensity, reliability and passion to work every day, we’re able to provide superior value to our customers and their businesses.
1305 Cherrington Parkway, Suite 100, Moon Township, PA 15108
Phone: +1-412-375-6600
http://thinkHWI.com

HENRY F. TEICHMANN, INC.
HB14, Booth #605
Since 1947, Henry F. Teichmann engineering, technical service, purchasing, construction and project management teams have been committed to providing turnkey services for batch plants, complete glass plants, electric furnaces, container glass furnaces, float glass furnaces, fiber glass furnaces, foam glass furnaces, sodium silicate furnaces, pressed glass melting services, hand glass processes, tableware and lighting products.
3009 Washington Road, McMurray, PA 15317
Phone: +1-724-941-9550
www.hft.com

HONEYWELL THERMAL SOLUTIONS
HB103
Honeywell Thermal Solutions has united the industry’s leading brands to provide the most comprehensive portfolio of burners, valves, sensors, and controls for glass applications globally. From burners to complete systems, we provide combustion solutions for every process in the glass plant.
1665 Elmwood Rd., Rockford, IL 61103, USA
www.thermalsolutions.honeywell.com

LILJA CORP.
HB205, HB207
Lilja Corp. is an assertive leader in industrial and glass furnace construction. Our managers, supervisors and craftsman are known industry wide for their high standards, performing quality work, meeting project schedules and a commitment to a safe working environment. We are a full service general engineering contractor, specializing in the construction of processing, manufacturing and warehousing facilities, glass melting furnaces and all related systems and industries. Lilja Corp. has been serving the needs of the glass industry for over 35 years with offices located in the US and Canada.
229 Rickenbacker Cr., Livermore CA 94551
Phone: +1-925-455-2300
www.liljacorp.com

MAGNECO/METREL, INC.
HB307
MMI has developed a family of refractory monolithic products referred to as Metpump for Glass Furnace Applications. MMI’s unique cement free colloidal silica bonded monolithic refractory products offer an alternative to traditional refractory technology used in the glass furnace. Metpump products can be used in cold or hot applications for emergencies or scheduled maintenance for full construction, major repair, cold partial repair, hot repairs and precast, prefired, ready to use ceramic shapes.
223 W. Interstate Rd., Addison, IL 60101 USA
630-543-6660
www.magneco-metrel.com

PRAXAIR, INC.
HB204, HB206
Praxair offers a full range of industrial gases and technologies that may enable substantial fuel savings, increase your productivity, prolong your furnace campaigns, and more. Praxair’s OPTIMELT™ thermochemical regenerator system can help recover waste energy by converting fuel into hot syngas, allowing you to use 20% to 30% less fuel to melt glass compared to oxy-fuel and air-fuel furnaces. Praxair also offers OPTIFIRE™ wide flame burners. These burners generate highly luminous, wide flames that enhance heat transfer to the melt and reduce the number of burners required. The low momentum flames minimize alkali volatilization, reduce particulate emissions and reduce crown corrosion. When integrated with Praxair’s OPTIFLO₂™ vacuum pressure swing adsorption oxygen generation technology, significant savings in electricity consumption can be achieved.
10 Riverview Dr., Danbury, CT 06810, USA
Phone: 1-800-PRAXAIR
www.praxair.com/glass
**HOSPITALITY HOSTS**

**RHI MAGNESITA**

Bellows A

RHI Magnesita is the new global leading supplier of high-grade refractory products, systems and services. With a vertically integrated supply chain, from raw materials to refractory products and full performance-based solutions, RHI Magnesita supplies to a wide range of industrial markets, including the glass industry. Our experienced and dedicated team provides commercial and technical expertise in the glass industry, ready to serve the glass producers of the world in all market segments.

3956 Virginia Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45227 USA
Phone: +1-513-527-6178
www.rhimagnesita.com

**ROVISYS**

HB301, HB303, Booth #102

Engineering process control and information solutions for the glass industry. We offer solutions on all major platforms and technologies to meet your facility and corporate needs. From your batch house through your hot end, and in your warehouse, RoviSys has improved glass manufacturing worldwide for over 20 years.

1455 Danner Drive, Aurora, OH 44202
Phone: +1-330-995-8103
www.rovisys.com

**SEFPRO**

HB201, HB203, HB300, HB302

SEFPRO is glad to support glassmakers’ success by delivering top quality refractory products and services that give you the advantage. Thanks to our worldwide network and outstanding innovation power, you can trust us for meeting your ever-evolving needs. Tell us about your projects – working together, we can and will make the difference!

9200 Shelbyville Road, Suite 531, Louisville KY 40222
Phone: +1-502-329-7605
www.sefpro.com

**SSOE ENGINEERING**

Bellows E

SSOE Group is the project delivery firm for your engineering and construction management needs. SSOE’s glass experience spans 50 years and five continents, working with glass manufacturers on every type of glass plant project. Our capabilities include batch house, furnace, production line, packaging, utilities and environmental. From container glass, to specialty glass, fiberglass, and float glass, our experienced staff apply their knowledge and familiarity to come up with innovative solutions.

1001 Madison Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 43604
Phone: 567-218-2234
www.ssoe.com

**VARO ENGINEERS, A SALAS O’Brien COMPANY**

HB305

Varo Engineers, a Salas O’Brien company, is a full service multi-discipline engineering and design consulting firm. With over 500 employee owners across the U.S. in 18 locations, we provide solutions for our partners in the heavy industrial, manufacturing, utility and power generation industries. As an ISO 9001:2015 certified company, we emphasize on continuous improvements and understand that success is measured from your point of view.

2751 Tuller Parkway, Dublin, Ohio 43017 USA
Phone: 614-459-0424
www.varoengineers.com
ADVANCED CONTROL SOLUTIONS, INC.
Booth #401, HB105
As an integrator of advanced control system solutions, ACSI engineers are able to provide customers with quality technical engineering, system design, factory acceptance, installation supervision, commissioning services, and training. Our knowledge can be applied to Float, Fiber, Container, Tableware, Lighting, Tubing, and Specialty glass systems. Types of solutions we provide are DCS replacement, Process Mapping, Flexible Batching, Temperature Control, and Model Based Control.
8750 Resource Park Drive, Sylvania, Ohio 43560
Phone: +1-419-843-4820
www.acsitoledo.com

ADVANCED ENERGY
Booth #502
With comprehensive insight into your entire temperature-critical process, Advanced Energy® provides premier technologies and applications expertise. Our Onyx™ series pyrometers and Thyro-Family SCR power controllers offer high-precision thermal measurement and control for heating, melting, bending, or drying in a wide variety of industrial applications.
1625 Sharp Point Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525
Phone: +1-970-221-0108
www.advanced-energy.com
EXHIBITORS

AIRPRO FAN & BLOWER CO.
Booth #604
AirPro Fan & Blower Company specializes in industrial fan technology. We design and manufacture fans to service process air needs for glass plants and other industrial applications. With a customer-focused approach, AirPro can help with new fan equipment, repair/refurbish of existing fans, field service, and expedited fans and/or fan parts for crisis situations and unplanned plant outages.
P.O. Box 543, Rhinelander, WI 54501
Phone: 715-365-3267
www.airprofan.com

ALLSTATES REFR ACTORY CONTRACTORS LLC
Booth #201
Allstates Refractory Contractors, LLC is a full service industrial process general contractor serving the glass, metals and petrochemical industries. We have the best safety record in our market segment and currently have three licensed safety professionals on staff to assure our customers of our commitment to a safe work environment. Our staff is highly regarded as experts in the online repair of melting and heat treatment furnaces and ovens.
P.O. Box 256, Waterville, Ohio 43566
Phone: 419-878-4691
www.allstatesrefractory.com

AMERICAN CERAMIC SOCIETY
Booth #606
The American Ceramic Society is the leading professional membership organization for ceramic and glass materials scientists, engineers, researchers, manufacturers, plant personnel, educators, and students. The Society serves more than 10,000 members worldwide.
550 Polaris Parkway, Ste. 510, Westerville, Ohio
Phone: +1-866-721-3322
www.ceramics.org

AMERICAN GLASS RESEARCH
Booth #8
American Glass Research, an independent, research, consulting and analytical laboratory, offers expertise in Testing, Breakage Diagnosis, Design Analysis, Training, Glass Composition, Heavy Metal Analysis, Product Liability and Auditing for the glass container industry. The AGR Analytical laboratory is located in Maumee, OH and the Testing laboratories are located in Butler, PA and the new one in Delft, The Netherlands.
603 Evans City Road Butler, PA USA 16001
Phone: +1-724-482-2163
www.americanglassresearch.com

AMETEK LAND
Booth #3
AMETEK Land has been manufacturing precision measurement instrumentation since 1947. We are specialists in infrared non-contact temperature measurement for the glass industry. From single point pyrometers to thermal linescanners to process thermal imaging cameras, AMETEK Land provides innovative total temperature measurement capabilities.
150 Freeport Road, Pittsburgh, PA USA 15238
Phone: +1-412-826-4467
www.ametek-land.com

ANHUI SINO-REFRACTORY TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Booth #409
As a professional fused refractory producer, we provide high-quality fused cast zircon corundum (AZS 33, 36, 41), α-β Alumina (ZC-M) & monolithics, excellent solution and prompt service for glass industry worldwide. Products are sold to over 30 countries and regions.
No. 1358, Xingzhong Road., National Hi-tech Zone
Bengbu City, Anhui Province, China 233010
Phone: +86 552 3517888
www.csrazs.com

ANTONINI & FIGLI s.r.l.
Booth #106
Antonini s.r.l. is an Italian company specialized, from over 60 years, in annealing and decorating lehrs, tempering lines, mould preheating ovens and other accessories for hollow glass industry. Designers, manufacturers, suppliers and installers of annealing and decorating lehr’s also special lehrs for glass blocks, toughening and car head lamps.
USA exclusive Agent: Argent Enterprises Inc
Phone: +1-724-499-5800 | aeinc@windstream.net
Via Medaglie d’Oro della Resistenza 2-50053 EMPOLI Loc
PONTE a ELSA (FL) ITALIA
Antonini phone: +39 0571 93221
www.antoninisrl.com

ARGENT ENTERPRISES INC.
Booth #107, 109
We have 8 table top exhibits at the 79th GPC meeting, please come visit us all.
PO Box 163, Graysville, PA 15337-0163 USA
+1-724-499-5800
www.aeincglass.com
EXHIBITORS

**BATCH HOUSE, LLC**  
Booth #503  
Batch House LLC is a global, full service design/build company dedicated to the batching and material handling process of a glass plant. Our services include complete turnkey batch plants, equipment, fabrication as well as process, safety and silica audits. Our team can provide engineering, fabrication, equipment, construction, construction management and commissioning services. Services includes all disciplines, civil/structural, mechanical, process, electrical and process controls.  
5195 Hampstead Village Center Way, New Albany, OH 43054, USA  
Phone: +1 614-600-1850  
www.Batchhouse.com

**BORTON-LAWSON**  
Booth #404  
Borton-Lawson, a full-service, multi-disciplinary engineering firm has been providing solutions in the glass industry since 1994. Our projects have ranged in size from full furnace rebuilds to upgrades or replacements of ancillary systems. Our design and construction support services encompass all facets of engineering including civil, structural, refractory, electrical, mechanical, automation, environmental, surveying, and procurement and construction administration services. Our High-Value Process Approach and use of the latest 3D laser scanning and design technologies makes Borton-Lawson the right choice to add full-service engineering support to your project team.  
613 Baltimore Drive, Suite 300, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18702  
Phone: +1-570-821-1999  
www.borton-lawson.com

**BUCHER EMMHART GLASS**  
Booth #406  
Bucher Emhart Glass is the world’s leading supplier of advanced technologies for manufacturing and inspecting glass containers. Its portfolio consists of glass-forming and inspection machinery, systems, components, spare parts, refractory, advice and services for the glass container industry. Bucher Emhart Glass uses its innovative strength to ensure that glass remains the ideal packaging material for food, beverages, cosmetics and pharmaceutical products. Bucher Emhart Glass refractory products are supplied to a wide variety of glass industries, including the glass container fiberglass, pressed ware, stemware, hand glass, and specialty glass industries. With its long history of quality and craftsmanship, Bucher Emhart Glass refractories are preferred by glass manufacturers throughout the world.  
Emhart Glass SA, Hinterbergstr. 22, 6330 Cham, Switzerland  
+1-573-437-2132  
www.buchereemhartglass.com

**CARMEOUSE LIME & STONE**  
Booth #205  
As a global supplier of high-calcium and dolomitic lime and limestone, Carmeuse Lime & Stone, provides customers with high purity magnesium and calcium products with consistent chemistry and controlled sizing to better assist them in the manufacture of glass and fiberglass. With over 150 years in the industry, our reputation has been built on our quality products, dependable customer support, reliable logistics support and our unrivaled level of technical service.  
11 Stanwix Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15220, USA  
Phone: +1-866-780-0974  
www.carmeusena.com

**C.B. MECHANICAL LLC & PART FOR LEHRS LLC**  
Booth #104  
C.B. Mechanical LLC and Part for Lehrs LLC provides highly efficient services to the glass manufacturing industry with expertise in full turnkey installations. We install, rebuild, repair and service all types of Decorating and Annealing Lehrs, Antonini, Bowman, Pennekamp JJ Day, Old Emhart, and Surface Combustion. We also provide all Lehr associated components including but not limited to: – Cold-end finish, Single line, AP5 (coating hoods), Controls, Instrumentation, Utility gas and electric mold ovens. We can provide services for Forming (IS machines). As your top certified OEM supplier, C.B. Mechanical and Part for Lehrs provides parts globally for all makes of lehrs, this includes all burners and burner repair.  
USA Approved Representative: Argent Enterprises Inc  
Phone: +1-724-499-5800 | aeinc@windstream.net  
521 North Plum Street Albany IN 47320, USA  
Phone: 1-765-321-2011  
www.partforlehrs.com

**CELSIAN GLASS & SOLAR BV**  
Booth #207  
CelSian Glass & Solar B.V. is a technology and knowledge provider to the glass & solar market. Our products and services aim to deliver value to the glass manufacturing chain in the areas of:  
• Furnace support  
• Process optimization  
• Knowledge transfer  

Zwaanstraat 1, Building TZ, Eindhoven, noord brabant 5651 CA, Netherlands  
+31 40 2490100  
www.celsian.nl
EXHIBITORS

CEMTEK KVB-ENERTEC
Booth #208
Cemtek KVB-Enertec provides a single source for reliable, accurate, and cost effective emissions monitoring for compliance and process improvement. We specialize in CEMS design, integration, field services and spare parts. Cemtek’s experience includes all Source and Ambient sections of 40 CFR Part 50, 51, 60, 63 and 75 monitoring and reporting requirements. Please contact us at 800-400-0200 for a quote on CEMS equipment, CEMS field service or CEMS parts. 3041 S. Orange Avenue, Santa Ana, CA 92707
Phone: 714-437-7100
www.cemteks.com

CHIZ BROS. REFRACTORY AND INSULATION SPECIALISTS
Booth #608
Chiz Bros. offers a wide range of stock and custom refractory and insulation products to meet standard and customized customer needs. As a Unifrax Distributor, our warehouse is fully-stocked with ceramic fiber blankets, board, paper, ropes and modules. In the glass industry, Chiz Bros specializes in insulation board and blanket back up, as well as a full range of Silica based products. In addition Chiz Bros can help with fabricated insulation panels and heat shields.
2117 Lincoln Blvd., Elizabeth, PA 15037
Phone: 412-384-5220
www.chizbros.com

DELTECH FURNACES
Booth #504
Design and manufacture of standard and custom laboratory and “big batch” scale electric glass melt furnaces for glass R&D and specialty glass producers around the world. 40+ years of experience in this field. An ISO 9001:2015 certified company. Control systems are Intertek certified UL508A compliant.
1007 E. 75th Avenue, Unit E, Denver, CO 80229
Phone: +1-303-433-5939
www.deltechfurnaces.com

DUSTEX
Booth #6
Dustex® is a global supplier of air pollution control (APC) solutions. Our experienced staff designs engineered systems, under the Dustex® and Geoenergy® brands, that control Particulate Matter, Heavy Metals, Acid Gases, and NOx. Our technologies for the glass industry include: High Temperature Pulse-Jet Filters utilizing Ceramic or Catalytic Filter Elements, Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) Systems, Wet Electrostatic Precipitators (ESPs), Regenerative Thermal Oxidizers (RTOs), and SNCR systems.
60 Chastain Center Blvd. NW, Suite 60, Kennesaw, GA 30144 USA
Phone: +1 770-429-5575
www.dustex.com/
EXHIBITORS

EDWARD ORTON JR. CERAMIC FOUNDATION, THE
Booth #506
The Edward Orton Jr. Ceramic Foundation manufactures pyrometric products and thermoanalytical instruments. In addition, the Foundation operates an independent material testing laboratory specializing in refractory, glass, whiteware, and advanced ceramic materials.
6991 Old 3C Highway, Westerville, OH 43082
Phone: +1-614-895-2663
www.ortonceramic.com

EUROTHERM BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC
Booth #407
Eurotherm by Schneider Electric is a global manufacturer of instrumentation, automation systems, and services designed for the efficient operation of industrial processes. Since 1965 the Eurotherm brand has provided specialized process and power control solutions for the glass industry, which in combination with Schneider Electric portfolio offer a one-stop automation and power shop for glass manufacturers. Learn more about our EPower™ Controller and EPack™ compact SCR power controller ranges.
44621 Guilford Drive. Suite 100 Ashburn, Virginia 20147 US
Phone: 703-724-7300
www.eurotherm.com/glassproblems

F.I.C. (UK) LIMITED
Booth #312
F.I.C. is the leading technology supplier in melting and conditioning of ultra, high quality glass. With proven designs of all sizes of electric furnaces and electro-boost systems, we have extensive experience in the TFT and cover glass markets as well as float glass, 'E' glass fibre and all specialist glasses such as borosilicate, high alumina and zero alkali glasses. We can supply all types of electrodes including tin oxide and molybdenum and associated holders and electrical connection systems. Our High ‘Q’ holder has a removable waterway and our Maxi ‘Q’ holder is designed to operate continuously in molten glass above 1600°C and are ideal for top electrode systems as well as on-the-run replacement for competitors failed holders.
Longrock Industrial Estate, Penzance, Cornwall, TR20 8HX UK
Phone: +44 (0) 1736366962
www.fic-uk.com

FIVES STEIN LIMITED
Booth #303
Fives Stein Limited is a leading supplier of engineering solutions for high quality melting and thermal conditioning for all types of glass. We design, manufacture, install, commission and service glass plant and equipment tailored to your specific needs.
With over 100 years of experience in a wide range of glass processes and applications all over the world, we can provide a complete range of services. We provide full support and training for your teams, on our equipment, to assist with your full-scale glass production needs.
We are part of the Fives, an industrial engineering group, who design and supply machines, process equipment and production lines for the world’s largest industrial groups. The group has over 8,300 employees worldwide and an annual turnover in excess of $2 billion.
4A Churchward, Southmead Park, Didcot, Oxon, OX11 7HB, UK
Phone: +44 1235 811 111
http://Glass.fivesgroup.com

GEA GROUP
Booth #211
GEA offers a variety of integrated designs and technologies for glass furnace emissions. We take a plant-specific approach to custom design the optimal solution for each particular site. With decades of experience across several industries, we utilize various filtration techniques for particulate removal and dust transport. For SO2 and other acid gases, GEA provides several scrubbing techniques using a variety of configurations and reagents. NOx removal can be provided in conjunction with particulate removal, with the flexibility to increase removal rates for future considerations if desired.
9165 Rumsey Road, Columbia, MD 21045
Phone: +1-410-997-8700
www.gea.com

GLASS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COUNCIL (GMIC)
Registration Area
GMIC is a trade association of the glass industry that includes among its members, representatives of all four sectors: Flat, Container, Fiber and Specialty Glass Companies as well as leading suppliers to the industry, research institutes and industry experts. Our goal is to promote the interests and growth of the glass industry.
550 Polaris Parkway, Suite 510, Westerville, OH 43082
Phone: +1-614-523-3033
www.gmic.org
EXHIBITORS

GLASSWORKS HOUNSELL
Booth #314
Global suppliers of batch charging and wetting systems for all types of furnaces and glasses. With more than 40 years in this field and 1200 machines worldwide we are both experienced and innovative. Additionally we also provide electrodes and ancillary equipment used in electric melting of high quality glasses. Combine all this with our skill set as specialist precision engineers and any customization requirements are easily achievable.
Park lane, Halesowen, West Midlands B63 2QS, UK
+44 1384560666
www.glassworkshounsell.co.uk

HALDOR TOPSOE
Booth #505
Global regulations have reduced the permissible levels of particulate and hazardous gas emissions, making compliance costly and requiring companies to make substantial investments in pollution control technologies. Our TopFrax™ catalytic ceramic filters are the first in the world to introduce a combined process for removal of NOx, SOx, VOC, CO, dioxin, acid gases and particulate matter enabling customers to meet increasingly stringent regulations in a cost effective way. The TopFrax™ catalytic ceramic filters are produced at our Houston, Texas facility for global emission control projects.
17629 El Camino Real, Suite 300, Houston, TX 77058, USA
Phone: +1-281-228-5161
www.topsoe.com

HENAN REFTECH INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
Booth #601
Henan Reftech Industrial Co., Ltd. (Hereafter abbreviated as Reftech) is a high-tech company integrated with research and sale of super quality refractories, and providing group services to oxy-fuel glass furnaces as its core business. The company is located in the refractories production center of China — Xinmi, Henan province.
No. 1 Jinghua Road, Xinmi City, Henan Province, China 452385
Phone: 0086 13525926953
www.reftech.vip

HENRY F. TEICHMANN, INC.
Booth #605, HB14
Since 1947, Henry F. Teichmann engineering, technical service, purchasing, construction and project management teams have been committed to providing turnkey services for batch plants, complete glass plants, electric furnaces, container glass furnaces, float glass furnaces, fiber glass furnaces, foam glass furnaces, sodium silicate furnaces, pressed glass melting services, hand glass processes, tableware and lighting products.
3009 Washington Road, McMurray, PA 15317
Phone: +1-724-941-9550
www.hft.com

HERAEUS
Booth #301
Heraeus specializes in the manufacture of platinum, gold, iridium, and specialty metal parts for the glass industry. With over 150 years of experience in precious metals and worldwide operations, Heraeus has the capability to provide the highest quality products in the most sophisticated designs. Items include stirrers, liners, electrodes, crucibles, cladding, and other custom designed parts, in high strength alloys and grain stabilized materials, specifically designed for glass manufacturing. All of our products are backed by our expertise and world-class technical support.
Heraeusstr. 12-14, 63450 Hanau, Germany
Phone: 201-647-8672
www.heraeus.com

HOLLAND MANUFACTURING CORP.
Booth #202
Since 1973, the Holland Manufacturing Team has been working toward our vision to be the most innovative, customer-driven refractory shapes provider in the industry. Although relatively new to the glass market, Holland’s reputation for high quality and performance is quickly spreading throughout all segments of the industry. Our carefully engineered refractory compositions — and proprietary ISO-Tuff Manufacturing Process — allows us to produce shapes with exceptional aesthetic qualities; impressive physical properties; and adherence to very tight dimensional tolerances.
P.O. Box 261, South Holland, IL 60473, USA
Phone: +1-708-849-1000
www.hollandmanufacturing.com

HORN GLASS INDUSTRIES AG
Booth #403
At its location in Plößberg, Germany, HORN Glass Industries AG plans and builds glass melting technology and turn-key plants for the float and container glass industry. With more than 130 years expertise in the construction of glass melting furnaces HORN is well known as specialist in the glass industry. However, over many years Horn has continued to extend its capabilities and has grown from being a glass melting furnace builder into one of the leaders of the industry in turnkey operation.
Bergstrasse 2, 95703 Ploessberg, Plößberg, Deutschland 95703, Germany
Phone: (499) 636-9204
www.hornglass.com/en
**HOTWORK USA**  
**Booth #1**  
Worldwide supplier of glass furnace heating, expansion control supervision, regenerator sulfate burnout, glass draining with hot water recycling, wet cullet filling, furnace cooldowns and hold hots, and electronic crown rise monitoring. Hotwork USA the only continuous operating Hotwork heatup company since 1965 and proud sponsor of The Phoneix Award Committee.  
223 Gold Rush Rd., Lexington, KY, 40503 USA  
Phone: +1-859-276-1570  
www.hotwork.com

**JADCO MANUFACTURING, INC.**  
**Booth #413**  
JADCO Manufacturing, Inc. is an ISO-certified provider of premium wear products to combat even the most severe impact and abrasion challenges. In addition, our world-class Fabrication Services deliver innovative, superior results...no matter how custom, complex, or demanding your requirement. Our CHROMEWELD, chromium-carbide overlay plate (offered in multiple chemistries), stands up to the toughest abrasion wear conditions; our QT-PLUS® wear steel outlasts commodity AR wear steel 3-5 times.  
PO Box 465, Zelienople, PA 16063  
Phone: +1-724-452-5252  
http://jadcomfg.com

**JOHNSON MATTHEY**  
**Booth #206**  
We offer a complete range of precious metal solutions to the glass industry. From platinum and iridium fabrications through to our proprietary ACT™ coating, we are able to positively influence both the efficiency of your process and the quality of your glass. As well as exceptional products, we offer unparalleled technical expertise, ensuring you achieve your goals in the most demanding of industries.  
1401 King Road, West Chester, PA, 19380, USA  
Phone: 1-610-648-8014  
https://matthey.com/markets/glass

**LAHTI GLASS TECHNOLOGY OY**  
**Booth #603**  
Lahti Glass Technology Oy is one of the leading suppliers of glass raw material handling systems. A member of Zippe Group of Companies. Lahti Glass Technology Oy serves the producers of:  
- Float glass, flat and figured glass  
- Container and tableware glass  
- Insulation and reinforcement fiberglass  
- Solar glass / low iron glass  
- Flat screen, TV and other technical glass  
- Borosilicate and water glass, and other special glass by supplying  
- Complete batch plants and cullet systems

**L.G.P. INTERNATIONAL, LLC**  
**Booth #501**  
Laboratory of Glass Properties specialized on precise measurements of glass and melt properties for more than 50 years. Since 2002 we provide various glass testing services under business name L.G.P. International. In addition to measurements of high-temperature IR absorption, viscosity, density, CTE, surface tension, and other physical properties we perform development of high-performance glasses for different applications (glass-to-metal seals, high-strength fibers and sheets, low-DK fibers, IR-transparent glasses, thin-wall containers). Mathematical modeling of glass forming processes is an important area of our interest.  
5041 Payne Ave., Dearborn, MI 48126  
Phone: +1-248-444-2289  
glass-properties-lab.com

**LHOIST NORTH AMERICA**  
**Booth #304**  
Lhoist North America, a subsidiary of the Lhoist Group, is a privately-owned mining company with facilities across the US and Canada. Lhoist supplies a number of high quality calcium based products, including Sorbacal® SP, an enhanced hydrated lime for flue gas treatment of acid gases into many industries including cement, glass, utility, paper, chemical, and waste to energy. Call our FGT Solutions team at 1-800-365-6724 or visit our websites www.lhoist.us / www.sorbacal.us for more information.  
5600 Clearfork Main Street, Suite 300, Fort Worth, Texas 76109, USA  
Phone: +1-800-365-6724  
www.lhoist.us

**L.J. STAR INC.**  
**Booth #602**  
L.J. Star is a leading supplier of process observation equipment including a variety of sanitary sight glasses; sight windows; visual flow indicators, sanitary fittings, mounts and clamps; light ports, luminaries and tank lights; camera systems; level gauges and accessories including wipers and timers. At L.J. Star, we stand behind our products and provide third-party documentation of product performance claims and standards compliance.  
PO Box 1116, Twinsburg, OH 44087  
Phone: 330-405-3040  
www.ljstar.com
LONGWALL SERVICES, INC.
Booth #108
Longwall Services Inc. manufactures and supplies products for the glass industry including:
• Water Bath Scraper Conveyors (drag chains)
• Glass/Bottle Breakers
• Bottle Sinkers
• SMART Brush Belt Cleaners
USA approved representative: Argent Enterprises Inc
Phone: +1-724-499-5800 | aeinc@windstream.net
63 South Country Club Rd., P.O. Box 737, Meadow Lands, PA 15347
Longwall Phone: +1-724-228-9898
http://longwallservices.com

LUMASENSE TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Booth #204
Temperature is a key factor in optimizing any energy-intensive glass production process. In fact, it is so important that the only way to truly ensure product quality meets the stringent marketplace requirements is by carefully monitoring the temperatures of the production equipment and the glass being produced.
LumaSense Technologies, Inc. offers over 50 years of experience in providing non-contact temperature measurement technologies. Our infrared thermal imagers and pyrometers deliver fast and accurate temperature readings and are the perfect solution for customers working with flat glass, solar glass, container glassware, utility glassware, or technical glass production.
3301 Leonard Court, Santa Clara, CA 95054
Phone: +1-906-370-0232
www.lumasenseinc.com

LUOYANG DAYANG HIGH-PERFORMANCE MATERIAL CO. LTD.
Booth #203
Leading Chinese Fused Cast Materials Manufacturer, 10,000 tons/year salable products of AZS 33, AZS 36, AZS 41, α-β Alumina, and Fused high Zirconia in 88% and 95%
Songzhuang Development Zone, Mengjin, Luoyang, Henan, P.R.China 471121
Phone: +86-379-6707-1191
www.refractory-dy.com

MCGILL AIRCLEAN, LLC
Booth #9
McGill AirClean has over 50 years’ experience engineering, manufacturing, and installing air pollution control equipment. In the glass industry alone, we have over 250 installations worldwide controlling many different pollutants such as particulates, heavy metals, acid gases (SOx, HCl, HF, and Boron), VOCs, and NOx. Our products and services include dry and wet electrostatic precipitators, fabric filter systems (including catalytic filters), spray dry and dry injection acid gas scrubbers, regenerative thermal oxidizers, DeNOx reactors (SCR), mobile testing services, and parts and service.
1777 Refugee Road, Columbus, OH 43207
Phone: +1-614-829-1200
www.mcgillairclean.com

MIXER SYSTEMS, INC.
Booth #311
Mixer Systems is an American manufacturer of four types of mechanical batch mixers for the glass, refractory and ceramic industries. Located near Milwaukee, Wisconsin USA, we have supplied over 3900 projects in 51 different countries worldwide since 1945. The planetary mixer works like an egg beater and provides excellent mixing action for difficult to mix applications when thorough dispersion is critical to the end product. The turbin mixer is a low profile, pan mixer that features angled mixing paddles that mixes around a circle for a constant, intensive mixing action. The horizontal shaft mixer is a paddle/spiral blade mixer that is lower cost and lower maintenance than the pan mixers. The twin shaft mixer has twin, horizontal shafts with multiple mixing paddles per shaft. It is a very intensive mixer with cycle times as little as 60 seconds and discharge times of 5-10 seconds.
190 Simmons Avenue, PO Box 10, Pewaukee, WI 53072 USA
Phone: +1-262-893-5315
http://mixersystems.com

MONOFRAAX LLC
Booth #405
Monofrax consistently provides reliable refractory solutions for manufacturers of container, flat and specialty glass and has for almost 70 years. We have an intimate understanding of our customers’ unique technical problems and concerns. While much has changed, the Monofrax name continues to represent product and process innovation, high quality, performance and reliability, and consummate customer service.
1870 New York Avenue, Falconer, NY 14733-1740 USA
Phone: +1-716-483-7200
www.monofrax.com
EXHIBITORS

MOTIM FUSED CAST REFRACTORIES LTD.
Booth #105
Motim Fused Cast Refractories Ltd. is recognized as a world leader producing fused cast AZS and alumina refractories, refractory castables. Our products are used in the glass manufacturing furnaces distributors / refiners as well as forehearts. More than 95% of our turnover is from export sales. Our traditional markets have been Western and Central Europe, but we are present with our products and expanding in all continents of the world.
USA exclusive Agent: Argent Enterprises Inc.
Phone: +1-724-499-5800 | aeinc@windstream.net
Timföldgyári út 9-13. Mosonmagyaróvár, 9200, Hungary
Phone: +36 96 574 100
http://motim.hu

NALCO WATER, AN ECOLAB COMPANY
Booth #4
Nalco Water is the global leader in process and utility water treatment including batch wetting optimization technology and services. We utilize our expertise and innovation to partner with our customers to save water, reduce energy consumption, protect assets and improve process operations. Our highly trained site engineers will work with you to develop an effective engineering solution that meets your corporate cost, production, and sustainability goals.
1601 West Diehl Road, Naperville, IL 60563
Phone: +1-630-305-2692
www.ecolab.com/nalco-water

OPTRIS INFRARED SENSING, LLC
Booth #410, 412
Optris is a world leader in remote infrared temperature measurement with an extensive line of pyrometers and thermal imaging systems for glass applications. Optris will feature our G7 thermal imaging camera which has been spectrally optimized for glass temperature measurement. Our new PIXConnect software produces high resolution thermal images using a special line scan function that allows the camera to look through small spaces to identify subtle thermal variations across the glass sheet.
200 International Drive, Suite 170, Portsmouth, NH 03801, USA
Phone: (603) 766-6062
https://Optris.com

PLANSEE USA
Booth #210
Plansee is the largest fully integrated partner worldwide for the glass industry – providing its customers with technically advanced designs manufactured from our high performance materials (molybdenum, tungsten, tantalum, and niobium) which result in excellent corrosion resistance, coarse grain structure, and the highest purity.
Plansee’s leading edge technologies and high performance materials provide for an efficient glass melting process. Stop by Plansee’s booth to discuss the features of their molybdenum glass melting electrodes, tank reinforcements, stirring and gobbing equipment.
Plansee continues to contribute to making glass production more effective and environmentally friendly.
115 Constitution Blvd., Franklin, MA 02038
Phone: +1-508-553-3800
www.plansee.com

PANERATECH, INC. – SMARTMELTER
Booth #214
PaneraTech, Inc. – SmartMelter is one of the most innovative sensor technology companies in the world, developing unique solutions that far surpass expectations. We are pioneers in developing the SmartMelter solution that measures and visualizes residual furnace wall thickness and identifies early stage glass penetration into the insulation for preventive maintenance and furnace life optimization.
4125 Lafayette Center Drive, Suite 200, Chantilly, VA 20151 USA
Phone: +1 703-719-9666
www.smartmelter.com

PARKINSON-SPENCER REFRACTORIES LTD.
Booth #103
Parkinson-Spencer Refractories Ltd. manufacture and supply refractories, engineered products and systems for the glass industry.
Products include:
Refractories Division
- Forehearth refractories for all types of forehearths
- Dense bonded alumina glass contact blocks for the distributor or refiner
- Forehearth channel blocks in zircon-mullite
- Furnace blocks
- Feeder expendable refractories
- Forehearth and distributor systems
- Forehearth and distributor combustion systems
- Forehearth and distributor control systems
- Special cord dispersal stirrer systems
USA exclusive Agent: Argent Enterprises Inc.
Phone: +1-724-499-5800 | aeinc@windstream.net
Holmfield, Halifax, West Yorkshire UK HX3 6SX, UK
PSR Phone: +1-44-1422-254472
http://parkinson-spencer.co.uk
EXHIBITORS

PYROTEK
Booth #209
Improve quality and pack rates, lower costs and narrow your vendor base with Pyrotek, a global company based in North America. Pyrotek offers an entire line of custom products for glassware handling. They include expendable refractory feeder parts, glass bending and tempering stainless steel cloths and tapes, I.S. machine parts, shear blades, stacker bars, sweep-outs, transfer wheel parts, take-out holders with DuPont™ Vespel® inserts and more. Visit us at booth 209, to learn more.
705 West 1st Avenue, Spokane, WA USA 99201
Phone: +1-717-240-4186
www.pyrotek.com/glass

RoviSys
Booth #102, HB301, HB303
Engineering process control and information solutions for the glass industry. We offer solutions on all major platforms and technologies to meet your facility and corporate needs. From your batch house through your hot end, and in your warehouse, RoviSys has improved glass manufacturing worldwide for over 20 years.
1455 Danner Drive, Aurora, OH 44202
Phone: +1-330-995-8103
www.rovisys.com

SAFETY CONTROLS TECHNOLOGY (SCT)
Booth #313
Safety Controls Technology, Inc. (SCT) provides safety and health services for glass demolition and rebuild sectors including clients that have requirements to comply with local, state or federal regulations. SCT is a Woman-Owned Business Enterprise delivering comprehensive Occupational and Environmental Engineering consulting services to both the public and private sectors.
6993 Pearl Road, Middleburg Heights, OH 44130
Phone: +1-216-502-1507
www.sct.us.com

SAFINA MATERIALS, PLAURUM GROUP
Booth #310
SAFINA Materials, part of the Plaurum Group companies, is a precious metal products manufacturer with a 150 year history. Products applicable to the glass industry include platinum and Pt alloy crucibles, funnels, cups, and more. Typical metals include platinum-rhodium, and we also offer grain stabilized metals. We also supply platinum-rhodium thermocouple wire for temperature sensing and platinum coated ceramic parts.
100 Hilbig Rd, Ste B, Conroe, TX 77301
Phone: +1 805-937-2210
www.safinamaterials.com

SGT (SOCIETY OF GLASS TECHNOLOGY)
Booth #110
The Society of Glass Technology (SGT) exists to serve people who are interested in the production, properties or uses of glasses, whether from a commercial, aesthetic, academic or technical viewpoint. It is a non-profit making organisation serving a worldwide membership publishing journals and text books, organising meetings, symposia and conferences on glass related topics, coordinating the activities of special interest groups and technical committees, and providing a communication framework geared to the needs of the glass community. The SGT holds Furnace Solutions in Stoke on Trent in early June every year.
Society of Glass Technology (SGT), 9 Churchill Way, Chapeltown Sheffield S35 2PY, UK
Phone: +0114 2634455
www.sgt.org

SHANGHAI PRECISION DOSING AND WEIGHING SYSTEM CO., LTD.
Booth #308
A leading supplier in China, qualified and accepted by many international manufacturers too, for high-quality batch plant, factory Cullet return system, recycling Cullet process plant, waste fiber treatment system, as well as modification/upgrading the existing batch plant, providing complete engineering, equipment supply, installation supervision, commissioning and maintenance service.
4F, Bldg. A, No. 968 Guanghua Rd., Xinzhuang Industrial Park, Shanghai, China 201108
Phone: +86-21-64891607
www.shpws.com

S.I.G.MA. S.R.L.
Booth #7
With two manufacturing facilities, S.I.G.MA. GROUP is specialized in the production of refractory materials for the glass industry since 1990 and operates today on the five continents selling abroad more than 85% of its production. Thanks to continuous investments, SIGMA GROUP has improved already widely used products like the specially grooved tube, the bonded high alumina for channel blocks and a high grade mullite as well as engineered a new structural design for the regenerator chambers.
Via delle Grigne, 12/A, 20070, Locate Varesino (CO) Italy
Phone: (033) 182-3195
www.sigmaref.it
SORG USA
Booth #302
The SORG Group through their member companies can supply turnkey installations and equipment from raw material delivery through the glass gob worldwide. This includes all aspects of the furnace lifetime cycle. From sustainable designs, construction, services, repairs, through demolition at the end of the campaign. SORG through EME, Nikolaus Sorg GmbH & Co. KG, and SKS delivers Made In Germany solutions to all sectors of the glass industry. Our latest products include the LoM burners (Low Momentum, Low Maintenance oxy-fuel burners) and the updated 340S+ fore-hearth system.
SORG Services USA, Inc., 2970 Valley View Drive, Toledo, OH, 43615 USA
Phone: +1-724-366-6513
www.sorg.de

SOUTHWISE
Booth #309
A leader in technology and innovation. Southwire Company, LLC is one of North America’s largest wire and cable producers. Southwire and its subsidiaries manufacture building wire and cable, metal-clad cable, portable and electronic cord products, utility products, OEM wire products and engineered products. In addition, Southwire supplies assembled products, contractor equipment and hand tools. For more on Southwire please visit www.southwire.com
One Southwire Drive, Carrollton, GA 30119
Phone: +1-717-887-2401
www.southwire.com

SPECIAL SHAPES REFRACTORY COMPANY, INC
Booth #306
Special Shapes Refractory Company (SSRCO) is a family owned business that manufactures specialized, engineered pre-cast refractory shapes utilizing SSRCO developed refractory mixes for use in the Glass Industry. We offer grinding and finishing services, quick turn-around times for emergency repairs, and with our co-op partners, we can provide refractory solutions that assist our customers for either “hot or cold” repairs. As we move into our 30th year, SSRCO is still continuing to work on refractory developments, both in refractory material and shape designs that will continue to help our customers compete in the Global Market.
1100 Industrial Blvd., Bessemer, AL 35022
Phone: +1-205-424-5653
www.ssrco.com

TAIYO NIPPON SANSO CORPORATION (TNSC)
Booth #2
For more than 40 years, TNSC has developed advanced oxygen combustion technologies in various industries with hundreds of successful installations and operation. Our novel “OFB**” series Oxy fuel burner technology can significantly increase productivity, lower fuel consumption, reduce NOx emission and extend burner life. Furthermore, we have newly commercialized the oxygen burner for innovative glass melting process called “In-flight melting process”. This technology would further improve your process.
Phone: +1-81-3-5788-4746
TNSC,Toyo Bldg., 1-3-26 Koyama, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 142-8558, Japan

TANAKA KIKINZOKU KOGYO K.K.
Booth #414
Tanaka Kikinzoku Kogyo is Japan based precious metal manufacturer. We have obtained the leading share in the Asian market for more than 135 years. TANAKA provides special platinum materials that are able to withstand harsh operating conditions to a variety of high-grade glass manufacturers such as LCD glass, optical lenses, glass fiber, etc.
Phone: +81 3-5222-1321
PGM Products Company, 7-3, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100 6422, Japan
www.tanaka.co.jp/english/

TOLEDO ENGINEERING CO., INC.
Booth #10
Toledo Engineering Co., Inc. (TECO) is a group of companies serving the worldwide primary glass industry since 1927. TECO has in-depth knowledge of the entire glass manufacturing operation, designing and building all types of glass melting furnaces (regenerative, recuperative, oxy-fuel and electric melters). TECO has experience in melting all glass types, including soda lime, borosilicate, alumina silicate, sodium silicate, etc., giving TECO the ability to optimize your capital and operating costs. TECO is uniquely qualified to discuss your glass manufacturing application.
3400 Executive Parkway, P.O. Box 2927, Toledo, Ohio 43606 USA
Phone: +1-419-537-9711
www.teco.com
**TRI-MER CORP.**

**Booth #305, 307**

The Tri-Mer system design and UltraCat catalytic filters are the only proven filtration combination available for glass emissions, with over eight years of operating history on float, container, and tableware plants. No other system has undergone almost a decade of evolution and improvement. No other filter is made like the UltraCat or has its performance characteristics. Currently three dozen glass furnaces are meeting regulatory requirements with the Tri-Mer UltraCat system. Particulate (PM), SO2, HCl, metals, and NOx are removed in a single all-in-one system. Acid gases such as SO2, HCl, and HF are treated with integrated dry sorbent injection. NOx is destroyed by nanobits of SCR catalyst embedded in the filter walls in conjunction with integrated ammonia injection. Tri-Mer offers turnkey services: design engineering, in-house manufacturing, integrated controls, CEMs, mechanical/electrical/civil installation, commissioning, and power generation options. Technical Field Services provide unequalled service support and maintenance agreements. Tri-Mer is the largest supplier of ceramic filter systems in the world, with more installed filters than all other suppliers combined.

1400 Monroe St., Owosso, MI 48867, USA
Phone: 989-723-7838
www.tri-mer.com

**UMICORE AG & CO. KG (PLATINUM ENGINEERED MATERIALS)**

**Booth #212**

We are a global technology leader for either cast or FKS® Platinum materials based comprehensive, tailor-made engineered solutions. We support key players in major industries to reach the best possible performance with their production processes regarding the platinum component – being it for special glass melting & forming, fiber glass melting & forming, or ammonia oxidation.

Umicore AG & Co. KG
Platinum Engineered Materials
Division Jewellery & Industrial Metals
Rodenbacher Chaussee 4
63457 Hanau, Germany
+49 6181 595272, Fax +49 6181 5975272
www.umicore.com

**USABLE GLASS STRENGTH COALITION, LLC**

**Registration Area**

Most glass companies cannot independently support a fundamental research agenda to understand and improve the usable strength of glass. However by working together with pooled funding and shared risk, the opportunity to improve the usable strength of glass is achievable. The UGSC supports fundamental, pre-competitive research on increasing the usable strength of glass across all sectors; provides an opportunity for researchers to develop expertise in industrial applications; develops tools and measurement techniques for the advancement of glass science; and publishes valuable pre-competitive glass research in the public domain.

550 Polaris Parkway, Suite 510, Westerville, OH 43082
Phone: +1-614-523-3033
www.gmic.org/ugsc

---

**ONLINE GPC CONFERENCE EVALUATION**

Help us improve the value of the Conference on Glass Problems by filling out the online evaluation.

Please provide feedback on the 79th Conference on Glass Problems.
Thank you for participating in the 79th Conference on Glass Problems. We trust that you found this conference valuable.
We are continually striving to improve the quality of the conference.
Please go to the website address below for this brief conference evaluation.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/79_GPC_attendees

**Online Conference Evaluation (for exhibitors only)**

If you presented a daytime exhibit booth at the 79th Conference on Glass Problems, we would appreciate your feedback to help us continue to improve the exhibiting opportunity. (This survey is for exhibitors only)
Please go to the website address below for this brief evaluation.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/79_GPC_exhibits

**Online Conference Evaluation (for hospitality suites hosts only)**

If you presented a hospitality booth or salon at the 79th Conference on Glass Problems, we would appreciate your feedback to help us continue to improve the opportunity. (This survey is for hospitality suite hosts only)
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/79_GPC_hospitality

THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO PROVIDE YOUR FEEDBACK

We appreciate your feedback.
Sincerely,
Bob Lipetz, MBA
Conference Director
EXHIBITORS

VESUVIUS
Booth #408
Vesuvius is a community of experts. Present around the world, we deliver solutions to our customers to improve their efficiency. The services we offer encompass design and engineering, products and operations management. Our global network of plants brings us within reach of our customers, serving them in real time, with the capacity and flexibility they need to respond to their markets’ demands.
753 Enterprise Rd., PO Box 1656, Dillon, SC 29536 USA
Phone: 843-774-6026

WATTWORKS INC.
Booth #5
Designer and Manufacturer of LED PointLights that replace Xenon or Mercury Arc Lamps for Glass Inspection and Shadowgraph Applications. Over 100 installations in US, Canada and Mexico.
4700 Trabue Rd., Columbus, OH 43228 USA
Phone: 614-771-1410
www.wattworks.com

ZHENGZHOU SUNRISE REFRACTORY CO., LTD.
Booth #411
Sunrise Refractory is a large scale Chinese refractory supplier. We produce & supply high quality fused cast AZS 33#/36#/41#, fused cast α-β Alumina, fused cast skid rail block, silica brick, mullite brick & monolithic environment-friendly materials for glass and new ceramic machinable molds for mirror glasses.
No 36 Fengchan Road, Jinshui District, Zhengzhou (City)
450002, Henan Province, China
Phone: 86-371-63838939
www.sunriserefractory.com

ZIRCAR CERAMICS, INC.
Booth #402
ZIRCAR Ceramics’ high temperature ceramic fiber products bring significant utility to challenging glass making problems. Products feature low thermal conductivity, 1825°C refractoriness, corrosive environment stability & low particulate generation. Products include stocked standard boards, blankets, papers, cements & coatings. Our Engineered Products Dept., 6 CNC milling centers & 40+ years’ experience designing & building custom engineered insulation & furnace chambers help make better glass.
100 N. Main St., Florida, NY 10921 USA
Phone: 845-651-6600
www.zircarceramics.com

80th GPC CALL FOR ABSTRACTS

The 80th Conference on Glass Problems, invites engineers, educators, and solutions providers to submit an abstract for an oral presentation on topics of glass manufacturing.

For more information or to submit your abstract, visit www.glassproblemsconference.org

The 80th GPC will be October 28-31, 2019 at the Greater Columbus Convention Center in Columbus, Ohio. Deadline for submission of abstracts is January 24, 2019
CALL FOR PAPERS
ABSTRACTS DUE JANUARY 15, 2019
www.ceramics.org/icg2019

25th INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON GLASS (ICG2019)
HOSTED BY ACER'S GLASS & OPTICAL MATERIALS DIVISION

BOSTON PARK PLAZA HOTEL AND TOWERS | BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS | USA

Make your plans now to attend the International Congress on Glass (ICG) 2019 in Boston, Mass., June 9-14, 2019, to join the expected 1,000 attendees and more than 900 papers and posters representing the best and brightest glass science and technology minds in the world.

Held every three years, the International Congress on Glass has been providing valuable networking and collaborative efforts since the late 1980s. ICG 2019 will include:

– Special recognition of the 100th anniversary of GOMD
– Technical, cultural, and historical excursions in and around the Boston area
– Student career roundtables
– Student poster contest

ICG 2019 Congress president
Richard Brow
Missouri University of Science & Technology
brow@mst.edu

ICG 2019 program chair
John Mauro
Pennsylvania State University
jcm426@psu.edu

TECHNICAL PROGRAM
Symposia 1 Glass Structure and Chemistry
Symposia 2 Glass Physics
Symposia 3 Glass Technology and Manufacturing
Symposia 4 Emerging Applications of Glass
Symposia 5 Glass Education (TC23)
Symposia 6 Arun K. Varshneya Festschrift

www.ceramics.org/icg2019

SAVE THE DATE FOR THIS IMPORTANT GLASS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY MEETING.
ACER'S GLASS & OPTICAL MATERIALS DIVISION IS THE ICG 2019 HOST.
Mark Bennett, Glass Sector Lead | AMETEK Land; Neil Simpson, Independent Consultant | Simpson Combustion and Energy Limited

**Industry 3.9 Thermal Imaging using the Near Infrared Borescope (NIR-B)**

AMETEK Land design and manufacture infrared temperature measurement instrumentation. Our current product range for glass melt tanks is based on the Near Infrared Borescope (NIR-B) thermal imaging camera.

With over 100,000 continuous temperature measurements the NIR-B offers huge potential for data capture. This paper discusses the interpretation and management of that data required for full Industry 4.0 standards of quality, control and autonomous operation.

Recent field data are presented and reviewed to demonstrate the ability to optimize operations. We find that in practice (as in theory) the batch really does want to go where it is colder. While the longitudinal thermal profile remains the most critical in terms of pull, yield and energy, the NIR-B also offers ability to easily review the transverse thermal profile which is critical in oxy-fuel furnace applications. With real-time image interpretation and integration into a control system it is possible to create immediate deviation alarms when the hot spot moves from the theoretical position to optimize product quality.

As a further level of operational improvement, the NIR-B offers the potential to identify areas of high NOx production. This can be displayed visually using a special ‘NOx palette’ in the thermal imaging software, or it can be detected automatically and signaled to the control system. While maintaining the production of high quality glass, NOx emissions can be optimized by controlling the peak flame intensity with benefits to both environment and operational efficiency.

Mark D. D’Agostini, PhD, Senior Research Associate and Manager, Combustion Technology Development | Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.; William J. Horan, Lead Commercial Technology Engineer, Glass Applications | Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.

**Optimization of Energy Efficiency, Glass Quality and NOx Emissions in Oxy-Fuel Glass Furnaces through Advanced Oxygen Staging**

Oxygen staging is a recognized technique for adjusting oxy-fuel flame properties by delaying introduction of a portion of the combustion oxygen into the burner flame as it discharges into the furnace. While benefits such as increase of flame length and luminosity, and reduction of NOx emissions can be achieved through oxygen staging, reduction in flame momentum and inefficiencies in fuel / oxygen mixing have historically been problematic when attempting to extend the proportion of staged oxygen above about 70% of the stoichiometric oxygen requirement. Recent advancements in fuel and oxygen mixing control by an Air Products research team have, however, led to the development of a new burner technology, Cleanfire® HRx,™ capable of staging nearly 100% of the burner oxygen while maintaining flame momentum and preserving optimal fuel / oxygen mixing. Results of several recent commercial installations of the HRx burner have indeed verified the ability to attain higher melting efficiency, lower NOx emissions and greater flame length control than prior art staged oxy-fuel burners, while also reducing foam formation, thereby leading to more efficient removal of glass defects in the refining section of the melter. Operational properties of the HRx burner are introduced, and commercial demonstration results are presented.

Mark D. D’Agostini, PhD, Senior Research Associate and Manager, Combustion Technology Development | Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.; William J. Horan, Lead Commercial Technology Engineer, Glass Applications | Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.

**Optimization of Energy Efficiency, Glass Quality and NOx Emissions in Oxy-Fuel Glass Furnaces through Advanced Oxygen Staging**

The quality of a glass melting process is determined by the melting-in performance, the sand grain dissolution and the removal of gas bubbles by fining. For a good quality it is essential that each trajectory/path starting from batch charging to the throat or waist of the tank shows complete melting and fining. Each part of the glass melt, ending in the product, should be exposed during sufficiently long time to a temperature for good fining.

The fining onset temperature and melting performance for an industrial glass depends on the batch composition, sand grain size, type and amount of fining agent, furnace atmosphere and the redox number of the batch. Laboratory experiments are carried out to determine the most important parameters at industry-near conditions for industrial batches.

We have shown in previous presentations how the software works, and what information it uses. Most important is the fact that these techniques are used by glass producers to optimize the daily process and support the operators in the plant. In this presentation feedback is given from users in the field, on how the software was used for troubleshooting in a running plant. One industrial application example for float glass furnace will be presented and discussed.

Stuart, Hakes, Chief Executive | FIC UK, Ltd

**The Future of Glass Melting in a World Where Stringent Reductions of Carbon Dioxide and NOX, SOX Require 600 tpd All-Electric Furnaces and/or the Role of Super Boosting**

The paper will briefly review the drivers pushing the glass industry to reduce the level of emissions from the furnace and how we can achieve below the best current fuel efficiency levels of the best furnaces. In particular the paper will examine how we might achieve below 3.0 Gi/tonne (2.58 MMBTU/ US ton) with the use of super-boosting and/or all-electric furnaces capable of mainstream tonnages in the range of 300 – 600 tonnes per day. The paper will review where we have come from and examine the various different technologies and assess their viability. Electric melting could allow the industry to reduce the carbon dioxide by 80% if the electricity is generated by renewable sources as is increasingly likely based on the experience in Europe and elsewhere.

Mathieu Hubert, PhD, Senior Development Scientist | Corning Research and Development Corporation; Irene Peterson, PhD, Senior Research Associate | Corning, Incorporated

**Challenges and Progresses in Understanding Glass Melting**

Improving glass melting and the batch-to-melt conversion have been a challenge ever since glass has been produced by mankind. Understanding the impact of the choice of raw materials (composition, grain size distribution, purity, etc...), melting temperatures and atmosphere is of critical importance for industry in order to produce glass products with good quality in the most efficient way (both in terms of energy and environmental footprint). In the past years, and with the improvement of analytical techniques available,
important progress has been made in the understanding of batch-to-melt kinetics. In this paper, recent developments in the field will be presented, and the gaps remaining will be discussed.

Gerald Hunt, Flue Gas Treatment Specialist | Lhoist North America; Melissa Sewell, Ste Genevieve, Plant Manager | Lhoist North America; Ian Saratovsky, PhD, Director Flue Gas Treatment Solutions | Lhoist North America

Dry Sorbent Injection System Optimization and Cost Reduction Potential through Data Analysis

Dry sorbent injection (DSI) technology is low capital cost acid gas (SO2, HCl, SO3/H2SO4) control technology that is extensively utilized in the power industry as well as a multitude of industrial plants due to new and increasingly more stringent emissions regulations. While some glass manufacturing facilities plan to or are currently installing a DSI system, several glass production facilities have been operating a DSI system for a few years.

Following the DSI system installation and commissioning, long term DSI performance data collection and analysis often receives less attention. However, on-going collection and analysis of DSI performance data often identifies opportunities to optimize DSI performance (i.e. reduce sorbent consumption), identify correlations between operational variations and DSI performance/SO2 emission profile or simply verify that the DSI system is performing as expected. This paper will highlight DSI case studies that demonstrate the benefits of routine DSI data analysis and how they can result in improved cost effectiveness and reduced potential of a failed compliance test.

Wolf Kuhn, PhD, Senior Process & Development Expert | Fives Stein

Energy Recovery with a New Type of Tin Bath Cooler

The cooling of a float ribbon in a tin bath requires the extraction of a significant amount of energy. This energy is evacuated by the wall losses and overhead coolers. On a 800 tpd float line, a total amount of 5.5 MW has to be extracted from the ribbon in the tin bath. The overhead coolers at the bath entrance and the narrower end section contribute with about 1.5MW. Conventionally, water is used as heat transfer fluid in the coolers which has important consequences. The increase of the water temperature has to stay limited to avoid the creation of vapor pockets. This makes a recovery of the cooling energy very difficult. Furthermore, the external temperature of the steel coolers remains quite low which triggers condensation of the volatile species in the tin bath atmosphere. The up built of condensation layers causes a drift in the cooling rate. Frequent cleaning of the coolers is required to avoid defects on the ribbon by dropping condensates.

A new type of overhead cooler will be presented that overcomes the condensation problem and allows recovering the cooling energy of the ribbon at a higher fluid temperature. As heat transfer fluid, air was chosen but other gases could be used. The design of the coolers guarantees a homogeneous cooling over the width of the ribbon. Moreover, the cooling rate can be adjusted by the flow rate of the air. The cooling power is equivalent to the conventional water coolers but the cooling air is recovered at a temperature of 200-300°C. This opens the gate for energy recovery by different methods. Electricity generation by ORC, addition of the preheated air to the combustion air and preheating of the combustion gas are discussed. Even if only 50% of the 1.5MW of cooling energy are recovered by the tank combustion, a reduction of 1.5% of the energy consumption is achieved. Further advantages of the new type of cooler are given by its stable, adjustable cooling rates and the absence of condensation on its surface.

Gaurav Kulkami, Development Specialist, Combustion R&D | Praxair, Inc.; Uyi Iyoha, PhD, Director, Business Development & Strategic Accounts | Praxair, Inc.; Patrick Diggins, Business Development Manager | Praxair, Inc.; Shrikar Chakravarti, PhD, Associate Director, Technology Commercialization | Praxair, Inc.; Gregory J. Panuccio, R&D Development Associate | Praxair, Inc.; Arthur Francis, R&D Development Associate | Praxair, Inc.

Staged Oxy Fuel Wide Flame Burner to Mitigate Refractory Port Fouling and Foaming in Glass Furnaces

Staged oxy-fuel combustion is widely applied in glass furnaces to reduce NOx emissions. In staged combustion, fuel and primary oxygen are introduced into the combustion zone in a sub-stoichiometric ratio to produce a fuel rich flame, which is fully combusted with separately injected secondary oxygen. As part of the OPTIFIRE™ burner platform, Praxair has developed and deployed several staged oxy-fuel burners in commercial glass furnaces. One of the recent offerings, the Gen III Wide Flame Burner, brings several benefits including the following:

- Highly luminous flame which enhances heat transfer to glass melt,
- Low momentum flame which reduces particulate emissions and crown corrosion,
- Wide flame pattern resulting in fewer burners per unit area of melter
- Light weight design, and
- “Quick-release” feature for easy installation and removal of the metallic burner insert

Some glass furnaces operate under more severe conditions which can reduce productivity, increase burner maintenance costs, and decrease burner lifetimes. For example, staged oxy-fuel combustion can prove to be difficult to operate in furnaces with high concentrations of glass volatiles. In such furnaces, the burners can experience rapid buildup of condensate on the O2 ports which can cause plugging of the ports and/or corrosion of the burner refractory hot face. Eventually, this buildup can get to a point where no gas flows through the ports and manually dislodging it could also cause severe damage to the hot face.

It has also been observed that oxy-fuel glass furnaces typically experience more foaming than conventional air-fuel furnaces. Foam can build up rapidly in the refining zone due to minor upsets in operating conditions. During such an event, the dissipation of foam bubbles could be hindered by the oxygen rich atmosphere over the glass surface that is created by the staged combustion burners.

This paper discusses burner enhancements and novel configurations developed to address the aforementioned operational issues of staged burners in oxy-fuel furnaces. A newly developed variant of the Wide Flame Burner designed to mitigate condensate buildup and prevent refractory port fouling is discussed, along with a way
to leverage the “quick-release” feature of the Gen III Wide Flame Burner to create a reducing atmosphere over the glass surface to aid in rapid reduction of the foam layer. Results from tests at commercial glass furnaces are presented.

---

**Luke Kutilek**, Research Engineer (Retired) | PPG Architectural Glass

**Flat Glass Manufacturing before Float – thru Archival Images of Glass Manufacturing**

Flat glass manufacturing before the Float process is surveyed through archival images of glass manufacturing. This photographic study covers the following glassmaking methods:

- Hand-blown Cylinder Glass (1850-1925)
- Machine-drawn Cylinder Glass (1910-1935)
- Vertically-drawn Sheet Glass (1910-1983)
- Plate Glass Cast from Pots (1850-1945)
- Continuous Rolled Plate Glass (1922-1968)
- Twin-Grinding of Plate Glass (1945-1968)

All of these glassmaking techniques were ultimately replaced by the Float Glass process.

---

**Emile Lopez**, Sefpro R&D Engineer | Saint Gobain CREE; **Jean Gael Vuillermet**, Sefpro R&D Engineer | Saint Gobain CREE; **Michel Gaubil**, PhD, Senior Scientist Sefpro Glass Refactory Expert | Saint Gobain CREE

**New Diagnosis Approach for Glass Furnace Post Mortem Analysis Supported by 3D Scan**

In glass industry, post mortem glass furnace analysis is always a particular time to examine corrosion profile, corrosion process and to make a link with glass furnace life event. The use of 3D scan and all the information that can be derived and calculated from raw data Scan is a significant source of information; Sefpro R&D team developed methodology for data analysis such as corrosion profile on global view but also at individual block scale that provide precise information for glassmaker. We will discuss this based on industrial case. Moreover, on top of that, post mortem refractory corrosion analyses give precious complementary information to understand the final refractory shape. Chemistry, crystallographic and microstructure evolution of refractory material would indicate the way they have been corroded and point out some possible sources (such as raw material, fuel, temperature level ...) that occurred during furnace life. Practical case will be discussed. Finally, all these information help to improve refractory choice and allow glass furnace design improvement for next campaign.

---

**Mike Meyer**, Applications Engineering Manager | RoboVent

**Mitigation Options for Respirable Crystalline Silica: Engineering Controls vs. Personal Protection**

OSHA’s new permissible exposure limits for respirable crystalline silica take effect in June 2018. For many companies in the glass and ceramics industry, compliance with the new rule will require new methods of mitigation. This session will explore mitigation options for silica-containing dusts, including engineering and environmental controls and personal protection. Topics will include:

- An overview of the new OSHA rule and common silica dust-producing processes
- How to measure air quality and determine exposure levels
- The “do’s and don’ts” of handling silica-containing dust, including facility cleaning and disposal guidelines
- A discussion of engineering control vs. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), and when to use each
- Engineering control options, including source capture and ambient systems, and how to match them to processes
- System design considerations for maximum effectiveness and energy efficiency
- Considerations in selecting and using PPE for silica dust-producing processes
- Putting together a comprehensive mitigation strategy for respirable crystalline silica dust

---


**Model Predictive Control and monitoring of the Batch Coverage and Shape and It Effects upon the Crown Temperature. Can this be correlated to the Overall Glass Quality and Stability in a Glass Furnace?**

Glass Service, a.s. (GS), has added to its Model Predictive Control (MPC) toolbox that is a Proprietary Software to monitor the batch coverage within a melter which will correlate this image to the control of the melter to improve the furnace stability and glass quality. Further steps include the GS MPC control of the batch charging and the combustion process using the MPC.

The new GS Expert System Software ES 4.0 uses high resolution cameras with infra-red capabilities to give us an automatic batch analysis and smart software to interpret the batch coverage. The batch coverage is modeled together with the other multi-input and multi-output process variables that can become a more thorough control option to increase the furnace stability and to improve glass quality. The GS Expert System can correlate this automatic batch coverage analysis with the crown temperature changes by the Infrared Image Analysis into the ES 4.0 control.

---

**Ruediger Nebel** Sales Manager, USA, Middle and South America | Nikolas Sorg GmbH & Co. KG; **Juergen Groessler**, Manager Glass Conditioning Department | Nikolas Sorg GmbH & Co. KG

**SORG 340S+ Forehearths – Improvements and Operational Data**

This paper will present and highlight recent improvements made to the SORG 340S forehearth. This is a system that has been successfully implemented 270 times to date and is a standard for mass produced glass containers around the globe.

The new 340S+ is a further development to meet even more stringent customer glass conditioning demands.

Improvements are not limited to operations. The system has been redesigned for easier construction and heatup. This is made possible through modifications to the superstructure and steel bracing.
that allow for installation savings.

A new cooling design allows us to reduce the number of fans thus lowering operating and investment costs.

In addition to the currently available options, the 340S+ superstructure allows for optional top electrodes in the equalizing section which can be installed and removed on the fly. This offers more flexibility and higher homogeneity when melting colored glass. This also eliminates the need for having sidewall electrodes in the glass during the entire campaign when they are only needed occasionally. The most recent operational results will be presented as well.

James Nordmeyer, Vice President Global Sustainability | O-I

Towards the Path to De-Carbonization and Legislative Challenges

Abstract not submitted by Author

Stefan Postrach, PhD, Vice President Marketing – Process Industries | RHI Magnesita, Elias Carrillo, PhD, Technical Marketing Manager – Glass | RHI Magnesita

INNOREG: Going Beyond of a Well-known Solution for Thermal Regenerators

Today the expectation from a Glass Furnace Regenerator is optimal performance while balancing between capital building costs, energy savings, and maximum campaign life. Most glass producers rely on well-known and proven checker shapes and arrangements, yet there remains the question whether regenerator checker brick design has reached a dead end. Fluted wall checker bricks are known to have potential for improving pack efficiencies. RHI Magnesita has adapted this concept and improved the checker shape by increasing the specific heat transfer area for the upper checkers of the regenerator. Furthermore, the lower checkers have been improved by increasing the flue size to limit the inherent fouling resulting from alkali sulfate condensates. These new shapes used together in the correct zones of the regenerator are an essential part of the newly developed INNOREG concept intended to improve the performance of the regenerator.

To validate this concept a new semi-analytical approach is taken to tackle the solution of the equations governing the regenerative heat exchange. An algorithm using analytical expression solutions together with border values and initial regenerator conditions enable recurrence equations to be used in the calculation of brick and gas temperatures. This algorithm is implemented in standard software. This approach allows the furnace designer to easily compare the thermal performance of regenerator layouts by changing design parameters including regenerator geometry, checker brick shape formats, and also to assist in the location of the partition of a checker pack in suitable refractory grades for the different zones. Using this computing tool, RHIM has managed to compare the thermal behavior of existing regenerator concepts currently used in market to the new concept. The results show that the new RHIM layout is as efficient as or better than known designs, despite limiting the use the high thermal performance brick to above the liquid alkali sulfate condensation temperature and the use of the larger flue size checker brick in lower parts of the checker to minimize the plugging.

David M. Rue, Consultant | Chicago, Illinois USA

Cullet Supply Issues and Technologies

Post-consumer glass, or cullet, is fully recyclable, but inefficiencies in each step of the chain of custody decrease the fraction of glass returned to glass manufacturers. In the recycling process, cullet passes from consumers to waste haulers, then to material recovery facilities (MRFs), next to glass recyclers, and finally back to glass companies. Different economic and social drivers impact the fraction of glass recovered in each link in the chain of custody. In recent years, the fraction of glass recycled in the United States has been stagnant. Higher cullet recycling rates will require decreasing the amount of glass sent to landfills, improving cullet quality, making more marketable cullet available, and supplying cullet at competitive prices. Equipment improvements at MRFs are critical in segregating more of the glass from the waste stream and generating a cleaner cullet stream. Glass recyclers accept cullet from the MRFs and use a variety of sorters, dryers, sensors, and automation systems to distribute cullet into multiple streams that meet glass manufacturer requirements. Magnetism, eddy currents, x-ray fluorescence (XRF), density, particle size, visible light, hyperspectral imagining, and other techniques are employed to meet specifications. Continuous improvement is needed in automation and diagnostics, faster and more accurate sensors, on-line sensors, and advanced quality assurance protocols to supply cullet at ever higher quality standards at market-driven prices. These advancements are needed to increase the fraction of post-consumer cullet recycle and to satisfy the two drivers of cullet recycle, lower costs and higher quality.

Frank Schuurmans, Batch & Furnace Engineer | Libbey, Inc.; Stefan Laux, PhD, Director R&D | Praxair, Inc.; Elmer Sperry, Global Lead Furnace Design | Libbey, Inc.; Sho Kobayashi, PhD, Corporate Fellow | Praxair, Inc.

Operating Experience with the OPTIMELT™ Heat Recovery Technology on a Tableware Glass Furnace

Following successful commercialization of Praxair’s OPTIMELT™ regenerative Thermo-Chemical Regenerator (TCR) system on a 50 tpd container glass furnace in Mexico, the TCR system has been in commercial operation on an oxy-fuel fired tableware glass furnace at Libbey Leerdam in The Netherlands since November 2017. This paper will briefly introduce the implementation of the TCR heat recovery system at Libbey Leerdam and review the engineering design and integration with the oxy-fuel furnace. The operational experience, performance, and glass quality results from the first year of TCR operation will be summarized and compared to the results of the conventional oxy-fuel furnace without the TCR. Preliminary results show significant fuel savings when the TCR system is in use.
Chemical Strengthening of Silicate Glasses: Dangerous and Beneficial Impurities

Ion-exchange process has gained remarkable interest during the last years for chemical strengthening silicate glasses because of its suitability and flexibility in the reinforcement of components with different geometry and thickness. During a typical industrial process, sodium atoms contained in the glass are substituted by potassium ions diffusing from molten potassium nitrate at temperatures below the strain point of the glass, thus creating a bi-axial residual compressive stress in the material surface which strengthens the component. Several variables like glass composition, molten bath composition, temperature and time can affect the efficiency of the ion-exchange process. An interesting aspect regards the presence of impurities in the bath, introduced with the raw salt or accumulated during the process, rarely considered in the past at least from a scientific or technological point of view as responsible for the resulting chemical, physical and mechanical performance. The problem stated here is of direct industrial significance since the strengthening is strictly related to the efficiency of the ion-exchange process.

In this work commercial soda lime silicate float glass and sodium borosilicate glass were considered and the effect of variable sodium, magnesium and calcium concentration in the molten bath on the efficiency of the ion exchange process was analyzed. Commercial potassium nitrate salts from different sources were also considered. The chemically strengthened samples were characterized in terms of potassium penetration profile, residual stress and mechanical strength. The addition of limited quantities of silica was also studied as possible remedial action for non-efficient salts.

Digitally Mapping the Future of Glass Furnaces with Lasers

Throughout history, some of the best solutions that have been introduced to the Glass Melting operations have come from other industries. It is in the heritage of refractory users to learn from what has worked for others. The readily used materials such as magnesite and silica were actually first used in steel melting applications. The installation of castables and shotcretes were first used in other industries as well before being introduced into glass. The Glass Industry has also set the stage in refractory technologies such as the development of Fused Cast Refractories which are now used as solutions to severe applications in the steel industry. Some influences even come from outside the industry, such as High Emissivity Coatings from NASA technology developments. Now the newest technology available in laser mapping of refractory linings is finding applications in the Steel market in the measurement of the residual thickness and contours of refractory linings. This is becoming standard practice in transfer ladle and furnace applications. The technology of scanning accuracy in lasers has progressed at a staggering rate since the initial introduction in 1975 and its integration with process data points can yield a better understanding of refractory wear over time, make process improvements, and could even be utilized to evaluate new materials. This evaluation of the technology as it applies to high temperature applications will discuss the opportunity for glass makers to gain a deeper understanding of their operations and their refractories performance.

Continuously Measuring CO and O2 to Optimize the Combustion Process

Current glass furnaces are equipped with only point measurement oxygen sensors in the flue gas channels or are not equipped with any sensor measuring the flue gas composition at all. Though, only by measuring both CO and O2 the completeness of the combustion process can be determined without having a too high oxygen/air excess and avoid excessive NOx formation. To anticipate on more stringent legislations on energy consumption and emission levels CelSian developed a sensor to be able to optimize the combustion efficiency in the furnace.

Requirements for the sensor are withstanding the harsh conditions of the flue gas, measuring values of the concentrations of CO and O2 being representative for the average combustion process, be fast and sensitive and needing limited interference for maintenance.

The developed sensor was tested at one of the Ardagh glass plants in The Netherlands. By tuning the burner settings and oxygen/fuel ratio the optimal combustion settings were found by having some CO (1000 ppm) in the flue gas channel without compromising furnace lifetime by increasing refractory corrosion. The energy consumption decreased about 2%. At the same time the savings on oxygen were around 2% as well. Additional side effect was a decrease in NOx emission by operating closer to the stoichiometric conditions.

The sensor is now installed already at 10 locations with different glass and furnace types.
MEASURING TEMPERATURE TO IMPROVE PRODUCT QUALITY AND PROCESS CONTROL THROUGHOUT THE GLASS MAKING PROCESS

Introducing AMETEK Land’s new innovation for the glass industry: an enhanced thermal imaging Near Infrared Borescope (NIR-B) with a pneumatic auto-retract system designed specifically for use in glass-melt tanks.

The NIR-B Glass is a short wavelength radiometric infrared borescope imaging camera, designed to produce high definition (656 x 494 pixel) thermal images, along with providing accurate temperature measurements from any selected points in the image.

The camera measures temperatures in the range 1000 to 1800 °C (1832 to 3272 °F) and is suitable for float glass, container glass, borosilicate glass and fibre glass melt furnaces.

The auto-retract system is designed to auto-retract and protect the thermal imager from damage by overheating in the event of loss of water flow, air pressure, electricity supply or high borescope tip temperature alarm. The system has an air reservoir (accumulator) to ensure full retraction in the event of loss of air.

PROVEN APPLICATIONS OVER A 70 YEAR HISTORY IN THE GLASS INDUSTRY

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- High temperature measurement accuracy - enables optimum process control through enhanced thermal imaging
- Short wavelength sensor - low sensitivity to emissivity changes
- Dedicated software - data points, areas of interest, automated alarms and long term data trending and system inter-connectivity (DCS, OPC)
- Real time thermal data combined with high resolution visual image - allows true real time batch control, flame optimisation and the opportunity to improve energy efficiency without degrading refractory lifetime
- 24 Hour, 7 Day Monitoring - Shutterless operation guarantees accurate, reliable data with no blind time
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Improving combustion can enable you to increase glass production, reduce fuel consumption, enhance glass quality, and reduce emissions, such as NOₓ, SOₓ, CO₂, and particulates. Let Air Products’ in-house modeling and melting experts help you get there.

For more than 70 years, we’ve delivered safe oxygen solutions, from our very first oxygen enrichment applications to our continuously evolving portfolio of low-emissions Cleanfire® oxy-fuel burners. You can count on Air Products for reliable gas supply and to help optimize your production—just like we have done for hundreds of furnaces all over the world.

Contact us to put the skills and experience of our global team to work for you. Optimal melting takes one key ingredient: Us.

tell me more
airproducts.com/glass